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Attorney General

Corrects Opinion
City Treasurers Have Authority To
Collect Occcpation Tax; All
Doubts Are Cleared.
Santa Fe, July 37. Attorney
General Frank W. Clancy this afternoon banded down a supplemental opinion that modifies the opinion on occupation taxes banded
down tbe day before, in fact, reveries it in declaring "There can
be no doubt that city treasurers
are authorized to collect all occupation taxes such as those for
which provision is made. As to
the legality of tbe tax, I do not see
how there can be any reasonable
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Practically Ready

People In

To Resume Work

Ohio State

Friday Night

will be of much
Tbe
The beautiful program tor tbe
residing on the
o
those
iuterest
musicale which will be rendered at
Miami
all
as
tract,
are well known
chiirch
Memorial
tomorTolby
the
row night Friday, is complete in in tbat vicinity, but have since reevery detail, and nothing but tbe moved to other sections.
John Olinger died at the Day-toinevitable should marr its untold
Ohio State hospital, July 17.
success. The best of vocal and
lived
He
in Miami 5 years ago on
instrumental talent in tbe city has
is now owned by Mr.
tbat
land
the
for
been obtained
this occasion ami
during the past few weeks every- Heastoo.
one associated with the musicale
On July io Mr. and Mrs. Harhas been hard at work mastering ry G. Smith entertained at dinner
his or her respective patt.
at tbeir home Yt miles northeast
The Boy Scout Concert Band ol Gettysburg, O., a large number
will render a number of selections' of friends. Those present were;
which the players are mastering in Mrs. Dan Geyer, Trinidad, Colo.;
a mos? pleasing manner. A chor Mr. ana Mrs. Clarence Kessler,
us of voices are being trained to- Troy, O.; Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
gether with vocal solos and duets. Senseman and daughter Ruth,
Admission is 15 and 25 cents.
Pleasant H.I I, O.; Mr. and Mrs.
Instrumental Duet
Clarence Helzler and children
Eunice and Delma VVbiteman Raymond and Myrtle, New MadiRecitation. . Willia Hendricksoa son. O.; Mr. and Mrs. Ed Witwer
Vocal Duet
and so Walden, Gettysburg, O.
C. G. Waters, Mrs. Thos. Brooke Tbeae people all lived in Miami,
Amie Sweat ingen New Mexico, 5 years ago with tbe
Recitation
Vocal Duet.Velma and Vera Teape exception of tbe Witwer family,
Miss Vesta Kiker and tbe social intercourse of tbe
Reading
H. C. Ellia day was mostly about Miami and
Cornet Solo
Vocal Duet
tbe times they had together there.
F. W. Brooks Mrs. Thos- Brooke
Kate Riggao
Reading..
Vocal Duet. Maude and Ruth Scott
Clifford Teape
Violin Solo
Mrs. Fred Brooks
Vocal Solo
Miss Teape
Reading
Vocal Solo. H. L. Frankenburger
follo-vin-

Mines Are Fast Being Developed and
Enlarged; Capitalists Vo Come
And View Properties.

e,

Change In
The Teaching

1

Force Here

Everything
is practically in
readiness for the resumption of
work in tbe mines at Red River
and E'town, whi e necessary improvements and tbe installation of
more modern machinery for increased ore productions and the
further retearch of mineral containing ore have delayed vork.
The Deep Tunnel Mine is striking some very high grade ore in
the heart of Baldy Mountain and
the assays increase in value as the
tunneling roes on. The Caribel
Mine is drilling auother shaft in
its properties with a view of increasing the output of gold bullion
when tbe mill is again opened.
Eastern capitalists are expected
to arrive in Cimarron within the

There is much regret in this city
over tbe sudden change made in
the teaching force of the local
brought about by City Clerk Tom pers of fruit will be handicapped
school since it has been learned
Hughes, of Albuquerque, calling in their supplies of crates and boxthat Superintendent Bonney is to
tbe attention of tbe attorney gener- es wherein the state's greatest crop
leave and accept a similar position
for consumpal tú Chapter 131 of tbe session is shipped to market
in the public schools at Hagerman
laws of 1009, "a chapter that bad tion.
state. The school board at a re- next few weeks with a view of
this
&
Lumber
The Continental Tie
entirely escaped my memory when
meeting accepted the resigna making heavy investments in min
cent
com
which
of
Cimarron,
wrote you recently with regard company
although much regret was ing properties located in the
and
tion
y
growers
fruit
supplies
nan
pany
to occupation taoes, and I wrote
felt no inducements were offered in
countrv should 'the prowith their
you in such haste tbat I called at- associations in the west
way of increased salary to re- perties come up to their expecta
tbe
diffifinding
it
is
boxes,
and
crates
tention only to tbe earlier statutes,
tain Prof. Bonney, which is la- tions; and in the event they do, one
seasoned lumber that
with wbich I have been familiar tor cult to secure
mentable, as this is the prime fact- of the greatest bodies of copper
can be made up into boxes, and as
years."
or of his leaving the local school.
bearing ore in "the southwest will
timit is, practically all available
Tbe opinion says further:
valuable
most
is
A
school
the
be tapped, which undoubtedly will
pursuch
for
been
utilized
"Thomas Hughes, City Clerk, Al- ber has
adjunct any town possesses, and it prove a bonanza when once fully
is
supply
its
already
so
poses
that
buquerque, N. M.
is one thing to have good teachers developed.
"Dear Sir: I have received your fast being exhausted.
quite another to be appreciatand
Tbe usual shouting from the
Under favorable weather condi- (Quartette
letter of yesterday calling my atprevails
and
the
former
ed,
where
tops about the rich mines
house
six weeks
tention to Chapter 131 of the Ses- tions it requires about
Messrs. H. G. Fraukenburger, H.
it
is
doubtful
lacking,
is
latter
tbe
has
ceased
and all efforts are diit
can be
sion laws of 1909, for which I am to season lumber so that
L. Frankenburger, F. W. Brooks,
be
can
any
institution
bringing tbe prowhether
rected
towards
purposmanufacturing
obliged to you, as tbat chapter bad utilized for
R. C. Bonnev.
made progressive. Hagerman is perties to a high state of developit
conditions
present
but
under
es,
entirely escaped my memory when
no larger than Cimarron and there ment before capital is induced to
requires a much longer time, and
I wrote you recently with regard to
can be no plausible reason why it make the finishing touches.
occupation taxes, and I wrote you that is where the trouble Comes in.
can afford to pay its teachers more
among
Interest is being aroused
It will lie some time yet before
in such baste that I called attenthan this district.
goal
the
local citizens having as its
camps resume operation only to the earlier statutes, the lumber
Departments To
coal
on
of
freight
rates
reduction
ground being too wet to
with which I have been familiar tions, the
camps
coal
in
numerous
the
from
logging.
continue
for years.
tbe county to Cimarron over the Boy Crushed To
no
doubt
be
Investigate About
can
"I think there
rates that are now being. charged,
tbat, under tbat statute of igoy,
and within tbe near future the subDeath Beneath
tbe city treasurers are authorized, Disastrous Fire
Lumber Supplies
ject will be taken up with tbe state
to collect all occupatiou taxes such
corporation commission.
aa those for which provision is
Huge Boulder
It is k ' ven out that too same coal
The
Out
Wipes
Comtbe
made by Section 4141 ol
CimarThe plans now being perfected
per
ton
for
neits
$5
in
tbat
piled Laws of 1897 and the amendfor tbe forest service part of the
is retailed in Colorado Springs
ron
will send you
Springer Hotel Practically every bridge at Ver- - at from S3. 50 to
ments thereto.
son of Nicholas inquiry to be made jointly by the
The
4oo per ton, tbe
volpublished
two
of
tbe
copies
was wasnea our iasi haul to tbe Colorado point being Simmons of Hall's Peak was acci- departments of commerce and agrimejo
rark
umes of opinions ol this office, and
week by the floods that visited tbat greater by more than 200 miles dentally crushed to death by a culture into timber and lumber
you will see, by reference to pages
Fire destroyed the Springer ho section, is tbe report received in than tbe haul to Cimarron.
heavy boulder tbat rolled on him trade conditions in the United
79 and 81 of the earlier volume, tel in Springer, Sunday night with Cimarron. Tbe Adams store suf
consuming
public
has
coal
The
while he was on tbe ranch of Chris- States provide for covering entire
that nearly five years ago 1 had oc- a los9 of $2,000, which was par fered a loss of several thousand no ill feeling against the transpor
tian Otto of Union cohntv. His ly new ground.
casion to consider this statute.
tially covered by insurance. Paw dollars, the flood waters filling up tation company but desires only an older brother who tried to save the
Lumbermen are r: jw admittedly
"AS TO THE LEGALITY OF guests were in tbe hotel at the time the basement and ruining merchan- eqnalization and adjustment of the
was also caught under conducting their operations with a
lad
young
THE TAX. 1 DO NOT SEE tbe tire was discovered and they es- dise to that extent. The spacious rate-- on coal to this section of tbe the boulder and was seriously in large per centage of waste, said to
HOW THERE CAN BE ANY caped. The fire was discovered at home ol Mr. Adams was greatly county, to conlorm with tne rate to
jured. The father of the boys bad be due largely to market conditions
It
REASONABLE DOUBT.
11:30 o'clock and within a short damaged and tbe beautiful lawn points in tbe north.
resigned as foreman of the Otto which make close utilization uncertainly was quite within the pow- time the entire structure was a is totally ruined. Many buildings
sheep ranch and Mrs. Simmons profitable. Tbere is no general
er of the legislature to provide for mass of burning embers, beyond were damaged by water, wbich
and the two boys drove overland agreement as to the actual causes
such taxes and there is nothing in the point where it could be saved, reached a higher stage than has Report On Project
to meet bim and to take him home of existing conditions and tbe re
tbe atate constitution which takes Business houses alongside the ho been known in the history of tbat
to Hall's Peak. About 200 yards sponsibility for present undoubted
away or impair that power of tbe tel were scorched a little and no section.
from tbe ranch bouse the small boy evils. With rapidly diminishing
Met
With
Approval
legislature. On the contrary Sec further damage was done.
Ranch
Bartlett
Tbe loss to the
climbed over a large boulder of supplies ol timber to draw upon,
tion a of Article VIII distinctly de
The wind did not blow at tbe is in tbe neighborhood of fao.ooo
to roll wasteful lumbering has come to be
which commenced
.
.
f
In Far East lava
clares tbat the legislature may pro time ot tne
wnicn saveuj and is tbe heaviest reported in tbe
tire
crushing
tbe recognized as a matter of serious
hill
down the sleep
vide for the levy and collection of a large section ol tbe business dis county this year.
public concern and ad inquiry to
boy under it.
license taxes, and bv the next sec trict from going down in the ruins.
discover tbe causes and seek for
tion that the enumeration of sub The origin of the fire could not be
Engineer Donovan will return
possible remedies is regarded by
iects of taxation in the preceding ascertained.
this evening from a several weeks Van Houten Sells
forest service officials as an urgent
section shall not deprive the legis
need.
fall of rain the past few weeks, absence in Denver and New York
lature of the power to require oth
it does a tendency to City at which places he presented
having
To
as
Yearlings
er subjects to be taxed in such
Cimarron where they will be fatcause a temporary depression of plans and surveys before men who
- manner as may be consistent with Depression
tened until shipping time in OctobTlest
business. Heavy roads and long are interested in tbe Eagles
Tom
Jackson
This stock is among tbe higher.
tbe constitution.
authoridistances naturclly will keep the Irrigation project. It is
"Yours very truly,
grade
Business Due To
in the couuty and Mr.
est
plans
the
tatively
tbat
ascertained
farmers and ranchers at borne and
"Frank W. Claocy.
is
son
acl
fortunate in making tbe
the
with
approval
signal
with
nea
met
it is onlv for tbe most urgent
"Attorney General
sold
as
it is certain to compurchase,
R.
van
Houten
Tuesday
C.
outside.
parties
made
to
Inclement Weather cessities tbat trips are
price on the market.
fancy
T
mand
yearling
to
a
steers
Mr. Donavan bas been busily en- no head ot
town. Tourist traffic is also at a
Rodney Atmore ol Ute Park was
price.
fancy
Mr.
Houten
The
returned to bis
van
recbeck-ina
jackson
at
J.
standstill but it is believed tbat gaged several months in
a social visitor in Cimarron a short
attending
Wednesday
the
from
after
dovn
ranch
were
trailed
surveyby
steers
a
tbe surveys made
Tbere is considerable consterna- when the weather clears up and tbe
time Tuesday on bis way to Raton
upper
connected
on
buasiness
to
tbe
matters
ranch
of
Houten
ago
van
year
a
tion among the business men ol roadi are in good condition, auto ing party more than
where be is attending to legal
Ponil to tbe Jackson place on the with bis stock luterests.
tbe county over the unprecedented traffic will again take on new life. tbe project.
Unless the rain ceases at once
doubt."
shipIbis change in opinion was and tlx- weather clears up,
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NEWS

CIMARRON

FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
AVINQS, DOINGS. ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Waat.rn v.w.pap.r Union Nawa Barrica.

WESTERN.
Two mines of the Cananea Consolidated Copper Company at Cananea,
Sonora, were found on fire, supposedly the work of Incendiaries.
The four children of Richard Roberts, a widow .t of Taylor, Wis., were
burned to death when the home caught
fire while the father was away.
While scores of persons watched
through a show window at Duluth,
Minn.. II C. Johnson shot and killed
his wife, who was demonstrating a
medical remedy.
The malting plant and grain storage elevators of the Sioux Falls, So.
Dak., Brewing and Malting Company
were destroyed by tire with a loss
of $200.000.
Five men were reported missing
y
when fire destroyed the
building used by Morris ft Company as a
refinery In the stockyards at Chicago.
The loss was estimated at 1100,000.
Henry L. Ford, former United States
commissioner for the northern district
of California, was found guilty of malfeasance on nine counts in the United
8tates District Court at Eureka. Cal.
Oeorge T. Marye, newly appointed
ambassador to Russia, accompanied by
Mrs. Marye. Is at San Francisco putting his affairs In shape before departing for his post at St. Petersburg.
Boarding the rear platform of the
last car as the train was leaving
Qhatsworth Park at Uts Angeles, two
masked bandits robbed passengers of
southbound Southern Pacific train No.
22 of more than $2.000.
A trainload of Cheyenne
business
men will Invade northern Colorado
Aug. 11, on a
combined
trade excursion and trip to boost the
Frontier days celebration at Cheyenne
Aug. ,18. 19, 20 and 21.
Fear that Mrs. Edna Sikes, twenty-seves,
years old, would return to
Ga., and effect a reconciliation
with her husband, led to her death at
Los Angeles, Cal., at the hands of
Charles H. Haag. a contractor, who
also killed himself.
Lewi.-- Shewmaker, who Is believed
to have come to Laramie, Wyo., from
Bolivar, Mo., was shot and Instantly
killed near Walden. Colo., by Sheriff
J. C. Timbrel), who attempted to arrest him on the charge of stealing a
band of sheep near Rawlins, Wyo.
Desire for peace In Mexico and disapproval of On. Pascual Orozco'b action Is contained In a signed statement from On. Jose Ynez Salazar, a
commander In Huerta's army, now interned at Fort Wlugate, N. M sent to
newspaper at Albuquerque, N. M.
six-stor-

two-day- s'

n

Nor-cros-

,

The movement of Oe. Francisco
Ilia's army from Chihuahua towards
Qnsretaro and Mexico 01 ty has begun
The German emperor left Bergen.
Norway, suddenly for Berlin In view
of the serious situation that ben arisen
between Austria and Servia.
tumbling of
There was an
prices on the Bourse to a point of
panic Saturday. Banking and mining
shares were the heaviest sufferers.
A parade of two full regiments of
Ulster volunteers, numbering nearly
4,000 men. was held M Belfast Saturday night. All the man carried rifles
and were strongly guarded.
A Budapest dispatch to the Berlin
Vosslche Zeltung says that Oen. Rade-ml- r
Putnlk. chief of the general staff
of the Servian army, was arrested by
the Hungarian military authorities
while be was on his way from Styrla,
In Austria, to Belgrade.
President Carbajal decided upon
Oen. Lauro Villar, chief of the supreme tribunals of military and justice, and Judge David Gulterres Allende of the supreme court, as the
Mexican government's representatives
to the Saltillo peace conference.
Three men and one woman are dead
and more than sixty persons are In
the hospital wounded as a result of a
battalion of the King's Own Scottish
borderers firing Into a mob In the
streets of Dublin Sunday afternoon.
Seven of the wounded are dying.
Among them are three women and s
boy of 10.
Formal
announcement that the
Buckingham Palac
on
conferees
home rule could not bridge the narrow
differences which separated the
and the Nationalists on the
Irish home rule bill was made to King
George by the speaker of the house of
commons, the Right Hon. James Low-theand to the house itself by Premier Asqulth.
d

Ule-terlte- s

8PORT.
l" ii.

B

Clubs
Sioux City
Denver
tit. Joseph
Lincoln
Des Moines
Omaha
Wichita
Topclca

Of H

clrrn

luha.
Won. Lost. Pot.
(

58
57

40

68

43
46
48
51
58
64

61

60
46
89
86

40

.591
.58
.551
.611
.510
.4(1
.401
.364

There will be nothing doing out at
the Vernon fight arena at Los Angeles
until August 11, or. which date Leach
CroBS and Joe Rivers will hold their
fourth
reunion.
The lineup of the Sheridan, Wyo.,
Polo Team which will participate in
the Rocky Mountain tournament at
Denver In August, has been completed,
and the players will leave about August 15, taking with them eighteen of
the best ponies procurable,
x Emll TMry, manager of Willie Ritchie, reached Chicago for the first
time since the Welsh battle In London,
bringing with hlra assurances that
Ritchie is again in first-clas- s
condition
and on his way home to prepare for a
Day
Labor
date with Charlie White.
American oarsmen carried off premier honors In every event of the final program of the Northwestern International Rowing association's 1914 regatta on the Lake of the Woods at
Kenora, Ont. Duluth crews finishing
first In three of the four events, and
St. Paul taking the other.
Australasia made It a clean sweep
over Canada in the Davis cup series
at Chicago. In two final matches,
Norman Brookes defeated R. B. Powell,
and Anthony Wilding
won from B. P. Schwengers,
As In the singles when Brookes
from Powell, the Canadians were outclassed and In none of the five matches of tit series did they win a set.
6--

WASHINGTON.

3,

6--1.

Bryan teleSecretary of State
graphed Hovernor Dunne of Illinois at
Chicago Indorsliig Iawrence Stringer
In the Democratic senatorial fight as
gainst Roger Sullivan.
Reports reaching the state department from diplomatic agents In Haiti
were believed to indicate that the
Haitian government has at last gained
the uper hand of the revolutionists.
By a vote of 135 to 108 the house
has refused to reconsider its action
In agreeing with the senate on an appropriation of $500.000 for a government building at the San Francisco
exposition.
Ownership of stock by interstate
carriers in other corporations without
sanction of the Interstate commerce
commission would be made a criminal
offense by a bill Introduced by Senator Norris of Nebraska.
Spopee, the Indian who was pardoned by President Wllsoc on July 7
after spending thirty four years In the
government hospital for the insane at
Washington for murder, has been
adopted by the Black foot tribe. Word
to that effect was received by Indian
Commissioner Sails.
Oreat increases in the importation
of fresh beef and other meat products
tnce the Underwood tariff, with its
free list, went Into effect, at reported
to the Department of Agriculture.
During June, 4M48.02S pounds of such
products were Imported. $7.808,046
pounds of which were fresh beef,
of Australian and Argentine
origin.
Allegation of the Pueblo, Colo.,
Commerce club that second, third,
rales to Durango
fourth and fifth-clas- s
over an Interstate route were discriminatory and prejudicial have been dismissed by the Interstate commerce
commission
Secretarle Bryan and Uarrtson received farewell messages front Major
Oeneral Tan ska of the Japanese army
general staff, on the eve of his departure from Ban Francisco, expressing
appreciation of the courtesies extended to hiss while In the United

prtn-clpa'l- y

Rata.

GENERAL.
Decision to continue the receivership of the H. B. Claflln Company Indefinitely, with contemplated operation of the brunch stores throughout
the country, was reached by a meeting of 500 creditors at New York.
Amalgamation of the United Mine
Workers of America and the Western
Federation of Miners is recommended
In the report of President Charlea H.
Moyer, presented to the biennial convention of the latter organization. In
session at Denver.
E. Palmer Gavlt's yacht. Blue Bird,
a mahogany-finishefloating palace
that cost $25,000. was partly wrecked
by an explosion that shook Sea Bright,
N. J.
Mrs. Gavlt was formerly Mrs.
Marie Turner Cook, popular society
woman and member of Denver's
"Sacred 36." She Is the daughter of
MaJ. Emery 8. Turner, U. 8. A., rati red. president of the Metropolitan
Art association, New, York.
John Schrank, who attempted to
Colonel Roosevelt In Milwaukee in October, 1912, probably never
will be tried on the charge of assault
with Intent to kill, according to Judge
A. C. Backus of the Milwaukee Municipal court, who received word from
physicians In the criminal Insane department of the state prison at Wau-puthat Schrank la dally growing
worae from a mental standpoint
Bubonic plague claimed Its fourth
death at New Orleans, La. The death
occurred at the same address Iron
which Helen Soell, agd ten, developed
the disease, and the victim wan the
child's grandmother. Resina Schmidt,
aged seventy-three- .
A. N. Sinclair, n traveling salesman,
at Jackson. Mis was fined $5 for tipping n negro hotel porter 10 cents. Ha
la said to be the first person to bo arrested under the state anti tipping
statute, now two years old. The negre
also was fined a
ceptlng the Up,
n

,

MRS, BROWN'S SAD CASE TELLURIDE

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

POOR

Ntvi

WORLDLY

GOODS, SHE

DEFENDS HONOR.

PEOPLE

Weatarn Ntwftpapor Union

IN

Is

Servir- -

datrm rna cohino btbnts

It Institute of Science and E
ucatlon at Santa Fa
Aug. 17.- - bemoeratro State Convent!
at Albuuueraue.
Aug. 34.Rcpubllran I
Convention
at Santa
F.
AUHUH-- - Meeting State Press Ass'n at
Albuquerque.
Sapt.
ll. San Juan County Fair at
Asiee.
Scat.'
County Fair at Farming-ton- ,
Cot.
Dona Ana County Fair at
Laa Cruces.
Oat
State Fair at Albuquerque
Oct. 18 Live Stock and Products
at Roawall.
Nov.
Masting Stats Teachers'
Association at Alburjuarqua.
Santa Fe has decided to get abreast
of the times and go out and fix the
Ang. I

16-1-

In Jail Charged With Shooting
"Doc" Raed, a Guadalupe Ranchman, Who Forced Attentions Upon Her.

Waatarn Nearapaper Union Newa Sarvtce.
Carlsbad. N. M. Deeply pathetlo
and appealing la the case of Mrs. C.
L. Brown of the Guadalupe moun-

IS

SWEPT BY FLOOD
AND
BUSIHUNDRED
TWENTY
NESS HOUSES FILLED WITH
MUD EIGHT TO TWENTY FEET DEEP.

ll

Fra-xle-

1

l

Ser-apl- o

17,-81-

Suffered Everything Until Re
stored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Florence, So. Dakota." I need to bo
down pains and
backache, and h ad

TWO WOMEN DROWNED

headache a good
deal of the time and

very little appetite.
The pains were so
bad that I used to
ait right down on the

n

Scher-meyer-

Ros-we-

WOMAN CRIED

very sick every month with bearing

tains, in jail, hysterical, three little
children depending on her, for an offense which appears to have consisted HUNDRED FAMILIES MADE HOMEsolely In the defense of her honor.
LESS WHEN WATER WORK8
poverty-strickeAlthough
and supDAM 18 WA8HED OUT.
ported only by an invalid husband who
ekae out an existence for his family
by selling "oort. Mrs. Brown appears
Waatarn Nearapaper Union Nawa Baratea
to have considered she had one priceroads.
Tellurlde, Colo. Two women were
The wets triumphed by nine votes less treasure worth fighting for her
drowned and a score of Uvea are behonor.
In a test of the prohlibtlon strength
Mrs. Brown Is charged with shoot- lieved to have been lost in a terrific
st Ratanrin
with a revolver and killing "Dot" cloudburst which caused devastation
The assessed valuation of Silver ing
in Tellurlde Monday afternoon. More
City is approximately $045,000, an In- Reed, a ranchman In the Guadalupes,
who, she says, came to her home while than 100 families, made homelels by
crease over 1913 or $7V,000
she and her children were left alone, the deluge, took refuge In publio
The 8tate Corporation Commission
her
husband being on the way to buildings.
Issued eleven licenses to agents of the Carlsbad
Physicians and nurses with relief
with a burro train of wood
Interstate Casualty and Guaranty Com- to sell, heed, It Is
said, had previous- supplies are being rushed to the dispany.
ly, even after he married, harassed trict from surrounding towns to car
The new eteel cable for the San the woman with his unwelcome atten- for the Injured.
Juan Basin Oil Company has been re- tions, and when, taking advantage of
One hundred and twenty business
ceived. The cable Is 2,000 feet in the absence of her husband, he ap- houses are submerged in from eight to
length.
peared to press his amours again upon twenty feet of mud. Scores of homes
The prohibition election In the dis- her she became frightened and shot were crushed like eggshells In the ontrict composed of French, Miami and him.
slaught of water.
Colmor, resulted In a victory for proShe took her three little children
Tbe property loases are estimated at
hibition.
,
and went to the home of Fred
from $160,000 to $200,000. Losses from
a mile away, and only other traffic blockades, it Is estimated, will
First public announcement has been
authorized for the new Episcopalian near neighbor. She found only the add $100,000 to this.
school which is to be started In
The Cornet canon dam, the source
children at home. Next morning a
man came. She told htm she had shot of Tellurlde's water supply, was comthis fall.
Fenton J. Spaulding, who disap- Reed and they went to the Schermeyer pletely washed away.
Two months. It was estimated,
peared from Albuquerque, was found camp. When they reached the Brown
standing waist deep in a swamp near borne they found "Doc" Reed dead would be required to clear away the
near the bed. Mrs. Brown was brought debris of the storm and restore norIsleta, In a demented condition.
to jail here.
mal conditions.
t
D. K. Smith of Roosevelt county seThe Brown family Is absolutely
The known dead Include Mrs. B. E.
cured judgment in the Supreme Court
for $65 from the A. T. ft 8. F. road stranded and has no means of defense Blakeley. 23, wife of a jeweler, and
In court, but attorneys volunteered Mrs. John Johnson, 36, wife of a miner.
for the killing of a Jersey cow.
their services. District Attorney G. K. Both were caught In the brunt of the
Only occupstlon tax Imposed by cit- Scott arrived
from Roswell, but no cloudburst
ies can be collected by cities, accordtime was set for the preliminary hearing to an opinion banded down by At- ing. There were no
witnesses to the
torney General Frank W. Clancy.
killing and apparently the woman can HOSTILE ARMIES CLASH
It Is stated that winter wheat on the make out a case of
Rayado ranch near Cimarron will average fifty bushels to the acre, and other
8mall Boy Shot at Twining.
Serbs Battle Austriana at Belgrade's
small grains will do proportionately an
Gates While Powers Act to Keep
Taos. The killing of William
r
well.
All Europe from War.
by Jack Bldwell here came near
The report oí the New Mexico being a double tragedy. Tommy
London, July 28. An engagement
Holder, son of Tom Holder, was stand- between Austrlans and Servians la reSchool for the Blind, at Alamogordo,
which has been received by the de- ing nearby when the two men fired at ported to have occurred on the banks
partment of public instruction, shows each other and the bullet which passed of the Danube near Semendra, twenty-fthrough the body of Frazier also hit our
46 pupils.
miles south of Belgrade, but
The governor has appointed M. the boy in the left aide, A fragment no details axe available.
was
deflected
and
boy
the
sustained
Cooney of Socorro as a member of the
As far as the censorship permits to
board of trustees of the New Mexico two broken ribs and numerous flesh be known, Austria has not yet opened
School of Mines to take the place of wounds.
her military operations. Meanwhile
Coney T. Brown, resigned.
diplomacy Is proceeding with energy
The state veterinarian was called to Brown Cattle Ranch Sold for $25,000. along two. separate linos to avert the
Fort Sumner. James R Brown has war if possible and If that is impol-sible- ,
Buchanan, in the county of Guadalupe,
to localize the conflict First.
to inspect reported cases of pink eye sold his cattle ranch, located five or
said to have developed In cattle Six miles northeast of Fort Sumner, Sir Edward (rey, the pritlsh secretary
and about 850 head of cattle, to Sidney of Btate for foreign affairs, has probrought into the state from Texas.
W. F. and M. M. Pitt
C. M. Davenposed to the powers a plan for Joint
The New Mexico Military Institution port of Roswell. Mr. and
Brown had sold mediation which, It Is stated,' France
in a report to the Department of Pub- his steer herd earlier In
season
the
and Italy already have accepted. Gerlic Instruction places a value of $247,-00- 0 Between 7,000
and 8,000 acres of deedon Its property at Roswell and re- ed and leased land went In the deal. many has not yet replied and her acports 154 students, Z9 from New Mex- The price paid for the cattle .and land ceptance is regarded as doubtful.
Sir Edward Grey explained In the
ico.
was $26,000.
of Commons his Idea, which
Houle
A grand championship tennis tournthe four powers, Great Britament with teams entered from all To Ship Fifty Car Loads of Peaches. was that
ain, France, Germany and Italy coover the southwest is the ambitious
Karmlngton.
now no doubt operate In an
There
endeavor to arrange the
plan of the management of tlte State that Foley brothers of this place will
dispute between Austria and Servia
Livestock 8how and Products Imposibo able to curry out their' intention of on
tbe basts of Servia's reply to the
tion at Roswell.
filling an order for fifty cur Irxids of Austrian
ultimatum. This reply he
With the solemn rites of the Uouian peaches from the Farnilngton district regarded aa the foundation on which
a rather striking proof of the importCatholic church, the funeral of the
and Impartial powers should
V arance and possibilities of thi San Juan friendb
late Representative Antonio
be able to arrange an acceptable setCacountry.
fruit
This will bring in $15, tlement.
rio, who was murdered near Ujo
llente, took place from the Cathedral 000 for local growers lu the middle of
the fruit ... i. on
of St. Francis lu Santa Fe.
Obregon Renews Attack on Mazatlan.
capitalista
A number of Colorado
Otatos, SlnaJoa, Meoc. The attempt
New Trial for Garcia.
have organized the Colorado Mines
to reach an armistice between the FedU.
WilSanta
8.
Fé
Judge
District
Company and Incorporated by filing
Pope has granted a new trial eral garrison holding Mazatlan and the
paiters at Santa Fe that they may op- liamSanH.
to
Garcia, the Indian con- Constitutionalist forcee under General
Juan
erate mines in the famous Red River
Obregon investing the city, has failed
killing
victed of
Albert T. Leeds.
Mining district In Taos county.
and fighting 1b again In progress.
One woman sustained a broken arm Slain Man Found in
Woman's Home.
and a number of men sustained badly
Albuquerque. J. W. Reed, an An- TRAGEDY CRUSHES PEACE HOPE.
lacerated features as the results of the gora
goat
in the Guadalupe
erratic hrhavlor of a large mule pull- mountains, breeder
forty miles southwest of Asqulth Quits Plan to Amend Home
ing a hack which contained eight nawas killed, and Mrs. A. M,
Rula Measure for Ireland.
tives returning to Dayton from the Carlsbad,
Brown, wife of a mountaineer, was
London, July 28. The first effect of
country.
lodged In jail In Carlsbad in connecDublin home rule tragedy has been
The Department of Public Instruc- tion with the killing. Reed was found the
to smash Premier Aaqulth's plans for
tion has granted Ufe certificates to dead on the floor of the Brown womtaking up the amending bill. The preteach to L B. Baughman, of Panning-ton-, an's home. He had been shot through
mier announced that the question bad
and Miss Rachel Smith, of La the heart.
been Indefinitely postponed.
Ijinde. A speclul Instructor's certifiTbe Irish members are so exaspercate was granted Miss Hazel Stearn,
Changes st State College.
over the killing of four persons
of Santa Rosa.
Santa Fe. The department of edu- ated
wounding of many others in the
and
been
resM.
cation has
informed that Dr. clash between the regular troops and
Skinner, whose
Alderr.tan J.
ignation was demanded at a meetlugof George .mid of tbe State college has the nationalist volunteers that 'hey are
returned to Mesilla Park after an ex- In no frame of mind to grant any conSecond Ward resident at Albuquurque
on account of his alleged lack of op tensive trip east during which he encessions to Ulster. The laborltes and
position to the red light evil, lu a brief gaged a number of new members for many liberals support them.
statement consisting of four words, the faculty. He also brought home
The government announced In the
two of his sono, who have been attendbald, "1 will not resign!"
House of Commons that Deputy Police
ing school In the East.
Vargas,
de
Antonio
member of the
Commissioner Harrell, who ordered
Legislature from Sandoval, Rio Arriba
out the troops, had been suspended,
Leandro
Recaptured.
Armenta
county, was shot and killed near bis
Estentacir Leandro Armenta, who and that his superior commissioner,
home at Ojo Callente, and Marcelino
Was
Indicted about 18 months ago on Sir John Ross, who expressed a do
Juan Archuleta is
Rivera wounded.
Ire to share tbe responsibility, has
reported to have fled the country as S n charge of attempted rape, was cap- resigned his office.
ago
Chilli
a
few
at
days
by
tured
tragedy
which
originated
of
the
result
Rioting broke out In Dublin again
In the prosecution of Archuleta1 for Deputy Sheriff Robinson and Is now in Monday night
but subsided without
county
jail.
the
carrying deadly weapons.
serious results.
The United Statea Senate voted
Fatal Duel Over Mining Claim.
Colorsdo Postmsstsrs Named.
Romero $1,103.98 In the way of reTsos,
N. M As the result of a bitWashington. Colorado postmasters
imbursement for an alleged emhezslo-iii- '
Lake Vista, Montezuma
ni that occurred In the postoffice ter dispute over a mining claim, one of appointed:
at Las Vegas while he was In charge. the well known Frase r groups, Wil- county, J. Theodore McDIU; South
was
Inliam
Fraser,
shot
and almost
Canon, Garfield county, Steve McKee;
His assistant, it is alleged, appropristantly killed by Jack Bldwell, one of Conifer, Jefferson county, Nellie
ated that amount.
partners, at Twlnlug.
According to Information furnished bis
by the Tucumcari land office there
Boy's Face Torn When Hora Bolts.
Hans Schmidt Asks for New Trial.
are 418,668 acres subject to entry in
New York. Dropping his pretense
Hope. Marlon Teel, a son of Mayor
foldistrict,
divided
aa
the Tucumcari
M. Teel, was thrown from bis of Insanity, Hans Schmidt, the priest
B.
county,
Curry
lows:
$.104; Ouadalupe
horse on bis father's ranch a few who cut up the body of Anna Aumul
county, 71,917; 8an Miguel county,
of tows, and bruised up lor and threw It into the Hudson
Quay county, 226,661:
Untos miles west
through his attorney made a plea lor
pretty badly.
county, 70.84$.
n new trU
18-3- 6

IN SUCH PAIN

floor and

cry,

se

it hurt

me so
and I could not do
any work nt those
times. An old wo
's
man advised me to try Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound and I got s
bottle. 1 felt better the next mouth so
I took three more bottles of it and got
well so I could work ail the timo. I
hope every woman who suffers like I did
will try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Mrs. P. W. I A1II1B.
Compound."
Route No, 1, Florence, South Dakota.
Pink-ham-

Why will women oontinne to suffer day
In and day out or drag out a sickly, half-

s
hearted existence, missing
of the Joy of living, when they can find
health in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
three-fourth-

Compound?

For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for female ilia, and hoi restored the health of thousands of women
who have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc.
If yon wsnt special advice write to
.)
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co.
Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by n
nna held in strict connaenee.
(conn-dentin-

HAIR

toll. preparation of ataría
Balpa to aradliaM dandruff.
Fu, R ii i hi

mJ

it

IBaautrtoCrarorFaoUdHalr.
ar,
auo.

ana ii.oo

Drugi-ima-

London consumes $4,980,000
of kerosene yearly.
If

you

wish

beautiful,

clear

oktthea, use Red Cross Bag Blue.
good grocers. Adv.

.

worth
white
A",

ad

Very Much 80.

"Are those colors fast, AnnT"
"Well, to seo the way they ran in
the wash, I'd call 'em speeders. "
The Superior Sex.
One reason why man is superior to
woman is because a man always

knows where he got his headache.
Cincinnati Enquirer.

No Use.
When visiting the wounded men In
a field hospital an army chaplain came
to one poor fellow who was groaning

p.tifully.

"Come, my poor fellow, bear the
pain like a man," said the chaplain.
"If no use kicking against fate."
"Bedad, sorr," murmured the sufferer, "you're right, especially when,
as In my case, they're the fate of an
army mule."

Law's Uncertainties.
"When you poke a toad," said old
Farmer
Hornbeck, philosophically,
"you can't tell which way he will
Jump, nor how far; an' it Is Jest about
tbe same way with a Jury."
"That so?" returned young Jay
Green, In a noncommittal way.
"Yep. For Instance, in the case of
Plunk Jurvls, who has Jest been tried
over at Klckyhasset courthouse for
pullin' out his brother-in-law'whiskers by the roots in a fight, the Jury
discharged Plunk an' fined hit brother-in-la10 cents, the regular price of a
have." Puck.
s

w

Delays
Sometimes
Expensive
Business or social engagement just a few
minutes for lunch can't
wait for service. What
can be had quickly?

Order

Post
Toasties
with fresh berries or fruit
and cream. They will be
served immediately, they
are nourishing and taste
mighty good, too.
Sold by Grocers
everywhere!

CIMARRON
for one

SET

SERVICE
BEINC THE HAPPENINGS OF ANIGHT
IN RICHMOND IN THE SPBING OF 1865

PLAY BY

Gillette;

BYCYRU5 TOWNStND BRADY
ILLUSTRATIONS BY EDGAR BE.RT SMITH
By Dooo. Mbao Aro Comwny

Cof yriomT I9t2
SYNOPSIS.

Mrs. Varmy. wife of a Confederate
reneral, hu lost one ion and another la
dying from wounda. She reluctantly irte
Iter consent for Wilfred, the youngest, to
loin the army tf hie father consents The
fedérale are maklnc their laat aaaault In
en effort to capture Richmond. Kdtth
varney eecures from President Davie a
commission for Capt. Thorno. who Is just
reeoverln from wounds, as chief of the
telegraph at Richmond. Capt. Thome
tells Edith, he has been ordered away.
She declarea he muat not go and tells
him of the commission from the president. Mr. Arrelsford of the Confederate
secret sorvice, a rejected suitor of
Edith's, detecta Jonas. Mrs. Varney's
ot ler carrying a note from a prisoner
In I.lliby prison. Arrelaford suspects it
la Intended for Thorns. The note reads:
Plan $. Itsi TeleAttack tonlsjht.
graph." Arrelaford declares Thome Is
Lewis Dumont of the Federal secret
service, and that his brother Henry la a
beprisoner to Ubby Edith refuses to conlieve and suggests that Thcrne be
fronted with the prisoner as a teat. An
order comes from General Varney for
Wilfred to report to the front at once.
Edith la forced to carry out her part In
the test of Thome. The prisoner Is thruet
Into the room alone with Thorne. who
recornliea him as his elder brother. Henry Dumont They put up a fake hKht
and Henry accidentally kills himself.
Caroline Mltford. Wilfred's sweetheart,
goes to the war department telegraph
office to send a message to Wilfred. Arrelaford suspects a double meaning and
refuses to let It go through. He and
Edith seoreto themselves to watch Thorne,
Whose arrival Arrelaford expects. Thorne
lakes charge of the telegraph office.
Arrelsford and Edith see Thorne alter a
dispatch from the secretary of war.
Thorne la ahot In the wrist by Arrelaford
when ha attempta to send It. Arrelsford
call
the guara, and when they appear
Thorne turns tho tables by ordering the
arrest of Arrelsford. The removal off Arrelsford Is stopped by the arrival of General Randolph. Thome again begins
sending the dispatch. Arrelsford protest,
declaring Thorne Is sending a forged
order to weaken the lines of defense.
Thorne Is saved by Miss Varney, who
produces his commission as chief of
telegraph
She, having seen enough to
convince her he Is a spy. begs him not
to send the forged order. After she
leaves he tears It up. Thome plans to
escape from Richmond. Arrelsford calls
at the Varney home and demands to see
Edith. Mrs Vamey refuses. A sergeant
appears with an order to search the
house for Thome. Wilfred Vamey returns from the front wounded.

CHAPTER

XVIII.

Captain Thorne Justifies Himself.
After the two woraeu bad left him,
Wilfred stood motionless for a
and then sat wearily down to
wet. Scarcely had he done so when
he beard shouta far outside In the
street, the heavy trampling of feet,
orles, directions, orders. He rose and
walked over to the window. The cries
were growing louder and the footsteps
more distinct. Men were approaching
the house rapidly, he could tell that
they were running. What could they
be? What waa toward? A ausplcion
Sashed Into his mind. It had hardly
found lodgment there when Thorne
prang upon the porch, leaped acrosB
It, and burst through the other front
window Into the long room. A pedestal with a bust of Washington on It

t,

"Sergeant

of the Guare!,
Thorne Is Hera."

Captain

was standing between the windows.
As Thorne sprang back from the window, he knocked against It. It fell to
the floor with a tremendous crash.
He stood staring a moment toward
the window, listening while the noise
of the running feet died away in tho
distance. It seemed that he had distanced his pursuers or eluded them
for the time being. It could only be
for a moment, however; he had other
things to think of. Well, that moment
would be enough; It waa all ha reHe turned to go down the
quired.
room, only to And himself confronted
by the boy.
It Is hard to say which waa the more

surprised of the two Thorne at seeing Wilfred, or Wilfred at Thome's appearance. The letter's face was pale,
his breath was coming rapidly, he was
bareheaded. His brow waa covered
with sweat, and be had the hunted,
desperate look of a man al the very
end or his resources Neither at drat
aid anything to the other. It was
Thorne who first recovered himself.
He sought to pass by the boy, but Wilfred seised him.
"Haiti" he cried; "you are under

arrest."

"Walt a moment I" gasped out
Thorne; "and 1 will go with you."
Aa he spoke he shook himself loose
from the weak grasp of the wounded
young man, and started down the
room.

"Halt, I say!" cried Wilfred. "You
are my prisoner."
"Air right, all right." said Thome
quietly; "your prisoner, anything you
like. Here" he drew his revolver
from his pocket and pushed It Into the
boy's hand; "take this, shoot the life
out of me, If you wish, but give me a
chance to see my brother first."
"Tour brother?"
"Yes. He was shot here tonight. I
want one look at his face; that" all."
"Where ts he?"
"Maybe they put him In the room
across the hall yonder."
"What would he be doing there?"
asked Wilfred, not yet apprehending
the situation from Thome's remarks.
"Nothing," said the other bitterly;
"I guess he In dead."
S
"Walt," said Wilfred.
He stepped
across the hall, keeping Thome covered with his revolver. "Don't move;
I will see." He threw open the door,
gluuced in, and then came back. "It's
a lie!" he said.
"What!" exclaimed Thome.
There la no one In there. It la Just
one of your tricks. Call the guard!"
He shouted toward the hall, and then
toward the window. "Sergeant of the
guard! Captain Thome Is here, in
this house."
He stepped out on the porch and
shouted again with astonishing power
for one so painfully wounded aa he.
Then the boy felt a falntness come
over him. He sank down on a seat on
the porch and leaned his head against
the house, and sought to recover his
strength, fighting a desperate battle
fearful lest Thome should escape
while he was thus helpless.
It waa Edith Vamey who first replied to his frantic summons by hurrying Into the room. She waa aa much
surprised to see Thome aa he waa to
see her. Her heart leaped In her bosom
at the sight of him, and she stared at
him as at a wraith or a vision.
"You wouldn't tell me an untruth
would you?" said Thorne, coming
closer to her. "He was shot In this
room an hour ago, my brother Henry
I'd like to take one look at his dead
face before they send me the same
way. Where Is be? Can't yon tell me
that much. Miss Varney? Is he In the
house?"
Edith looked at his face, shook her
head a little, and moved away from
him toward the table. Thome threw
up his hands in a gesture of despair
and turned toward the window. As he
did so, Wilfred, having recovered from
hla falntness a little, called out again:
"The guard ! The escaped prisoner,
Captain Thorne!"
This lime his frantic outcry waa an
swered. At last they were closing In
upon the wretched man. He turned
from the window and faced the girl.
scarcely leas wretched than be, and
laughed shortly.
"They are on the scent, you see," be
said; "they'll get me lc a minute;
and when they do, It won't take them
long to finish me oil. And as that'll
be the last of me, Mlas Vamey, maybe
you'll listen to one thing. We can't
all die a soldier's deajh, in the roar
and glory of battle, our friends about
us, under the flag we love. No, not all!
Some of us hare orders for another
desperate
kind of work,
work, the hazardous schemes of the
secret service. We fight our battles
alone, no comrades to cheer us on, ten
thousand to one against us, death at
every tura. If we win, we escape with
oar lives; If we lose, we are dragged
out and butchered like dogs. No sol
dier's grave, not even a trench with
the real or me ooyn aioue, uespisao
forgotten I These were my orders
Miss Varney; this Is the death I die
tonight, and I don't want you to think
dare-devi-

l,

Is
USE SNAKES TOJCILL SNAKES fective In Jamaica and elsewhere.
ot little use here. Necessity la the
and
South America Has Discovered an mother of Invention, and nature
discovlaat
together
at
have
science
Cope
With
the
Wey
to
Excellent
ered something which It la hoped may
Universal Peat.
eventually exterminate the dreadful
In South America, where the anake peat
peat ks a very serious proposition, ' The discovery Is nothing else than a
they are now using snake to catch beneflcienf snake which la harmless
to man, and which kills and eats the
snakun
Even In the moat civilised parts or poisonous species.
The musBurana, aa it la called, is
Brazil over 1,000 persons are killed
thick, muscular anake about four
a
bite
by
snake
aauually
The mongoose, which proved so ef feet long ll Is possessed of an In
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aa

ho had been aMe to tee everr-thlnthrough the hanging, He waa
a quick-witteold negro, and ha knew,
or course, that there would be bat one
verdict given by such a court martial
aa had assembled.
Now, the men
who composed the court would of necessity be detailed to carry oat their
own sentence
The long room waa
filled with stacka or guns. Every solsoldiers.
dier, even those under the command
There's your man, sergeant," said of Corporal Matson la Arrelsford's deWilfred; "I hand him over to you." partment, had gone to the
"You are my prisoner," sai J the ser
There was nothing else of Ingeant
terest to attract them In the house.
Hla command waa reinforced by a Every gun waa there In that room,
number of others, including Corporal
Matsnn and his squad, and some of the
A recent captare of a battalion of
man of the Provost Guard, who had Federal riflemen had put the Confedbeen chasing Thome through the erates into possession of a few hunstreets. At this juncture. Arrelsford. dred breech loading weapons, not of
panting and breathless, also joined the latest and most approved pattern,
the company In the drawing-room-.
Ha tor the cartridges In these guns war
came In rapidly, thrusting aside those In cardboard shells, but still better
la bis way.
than any the south possessed. These
"Where Is he?" he cried. "Ah!" he rifles had been distributed to some of
exclaimed triumphantly, an his eye fell tho companies in garrison at Rich- , .
.
.
a.
mi
upuu
i mime, sianaing quieuy, sur- mond, and It so happened that tha
rounded by the soldiers. "We've got men of the secret service squad and
blm, have we?"
the provost guard had received most
"Young Mr. Varney, here, took him. of them. Every gun In the stacks waa
air," said the sergeant
ot this pattern.
"So," returned Arrelaford to his prisIn his earlier days, Jonas had beea
oner, "run down at laat. Now, you will his young master's personal attendfind out what It costa to play your lit- ant his
and as such ha
tle game with oar government tele- had often gone hunting with h!m.
graph Itnea."
During the war he had frequently visBut Thcrne did not turn his head, al- ited him In camp, charged with mesthough Arrelsford spoke almost In hla sages of one sort or another, and ha
ear. He looked straight at Edith Var- knew all about weapons.
ney, and she returned his glance.
A3 he stared into the long room
"Don't waste any time, sergeant," after the departing aoldlera, he did
said Arrelsford furiously.
"Take him not know Edith Varney was still
down the street and shoot him full of there, nor could be see her at all, for
lead. Out with him."
she was on the other side of the cur-"Very well, sir." said the sergeant.
But Wilfred interposed. He cam
forward, Thome's revolver still In hi

m
lod Of
no. no
The soi 9 of heavy feet drew near-- i
Wllf
called again, while the
two In th room confronted each oth
er, the man erect, and the womaa, too.
A strange, pain was In her heart. At
leact here waa a man, but before she
could say a word In answer to his im
passioned defense, the room filled with
It

g

;
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HOME TRADE BOOSTS
So Does trie Ostrich
B HAVE

all read of the ostrich, that extraordinary bird of the desert.
wnlch dines on scrap Iron, lunches on stones and when da
ens thrusts his head In the sand and believes himself safe
because he cannot see the danger.
Picture to yourseir this
rantlc bird, taller than a man, resting in fancied
security because hts head
hidden from view, although Is body can be
seen tor miles around.
There a too meny of ue who adopt the tactics of the foolish oetrlch.
We are told of en Impending danger end think that we can escape it or avoid
It by refusing to fsce It.
We are informed that there Is great danger or restriction or our ractll-tle- s
tor local trade If our local business men are not given bettor support;
that we may find oureelves deprived of the opportunities for marketing our
farm produce In our home town If our storekeepers find themselves stocked
p with goods, but with no adequate volume of local business.
What Is more nstural than that this may be the case If we do r.ot stop
sending our nfoney away from home to the mall order houses In the big
cities? We must realize such possibilities and take steps to prevent them.
If we don't, we will find out. In all probability, that our local merchants will
look for other locations then In our town.
Which Is the wisest thing to do to look the conditions squarely In the
face and take the steps necessary to counteract them or shall we, like the
foolish ostrich, retoñe to face the conditions and decline to take cognizance
of them?
We can permit matters to drift along until the Inevitable occurs, or we
can think things over, carefully and with Judgment, and take the steps necessary to protect our Interests the Interests or ourselves and those who will
come after us.
Our community la built up as the result of various Interests, not the
least or which is the tributary farming population. Our town was created
because of the various Interests that center here and because this Is a natural point for the distribution of farm products and merchandise.
The sale
of the farm products brings the money for the buying of the merchandise,
while the merchandise supplies the necessities of those who raise the crops.
it therefore follows, naturally as one of the unfailing laws of civilization, that IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE FARMERS AND OTHRRS WHO
PRODUCE THINGS FOR THE MARKET. THERE WOULD BE NO OCCASION' FOR THIS COMMUNITY
THERE WOULD BE NO NECESSITY
FOR STORES AND SHOPS.
hand.
On the other hand, were It not for the atoren that are the mediums for
"No," he aald decisively; "whatever
the marketing of the crops, thero would bn a great lack of facilities tor marhe la, whatever he has done, he tins
keting and farm'ng would not be as profitable as we now find It in our comthe right to a trial."
munity.
"The hc,ad of the secret service deIf the business men of our town do not afford the requisite facilities for
partment said to me If I found htm, to
marketing such crops as munt be handled locally In order to give fuM adshoot him at sight," snarled Arrelsvantage to the farmers, then the farmers will find out that they must look
ford.
tor a market elsewhere or accept a much smaller profit on that which they
"I don't care what General Tarle-to- n
have to sell.
said. I captured this man; he's In
On the other hand, if the farmers do not do their share toward the support of the business men, by spending their money locally and keeping It in
this house, and he Is not going out unless he Is treated fairly."
circulation in our own town. Instead of sending it to the mail order houses,
The sergeant looked uncertainly
then the local storekeepers will find it necessary to restrict their Investments
In goods for the local market, thereby rosultlng In a diminishing of the facilifrom Wilfred to Arrelsford. Mrs. Varney, who had entered with the rest of
ties for getting what we need at home
them, and who now stood by her
This Is a point we must not fall to observe. We must look the condidaughter's side, looked her approval
tions squarely In the fsce and arrive at a conclusion as ta what steps are necat her aon. The mettle of hla distinessary to preserve and to maintain the conditions which make for prosperity.
guished father was surely In his veins.
ir we fail to do this, or It we temporize and let matters drift, we will
"Well done," aald the woman softly,
find that we have emulated the silly ostrich, until tho worst happens.
but not so softly that those about her
SPEND THE MONEY AT HOME. PATRONIZE THE LOCAL BUSIdid not hear; "your father would have
NESS MEN. KEEP THE MONEY IN CIRCUIATION IN OUR HOME
spoken so."
TOWN. WE NEED EVERY DOLLAR AT HOME TO HELP THE COMArrelsford came to a sudden deMUNITY.
cision.
Let the ostriches do as they will and send their money to the mall order
"Well, let him have a trial. Well
houses, but let us hope that we have but few of these foolish birds In this
give him a drumhead
Whan He Finished, He Had the Bullet
community.
but It will be the quickest ever held
In His Mouth.
on earth. Stack your muskets here,
tain, looking out of the wludow, and
and organize a court," be said.
"Fall in here," cried the sergeant, at it seemed to him that the room was
TO OUR COMMUNITY
which the men quickly
took their empty.
Jonas was a very Intelligent negro,
places. "Attention! Stack arms! Two
M I A LOYAL CITIZEN?
of you take the prisoner. Where shall and vhlle under any ordinary circumDO I PERFORM A FAIR SHARE OF MY DUTIES TOWARD THE
stances his devotion to his master and
we find a vacant room, ma'am?"
COMMUNITY IN WHICH I LIVE?
"Across the hall," said Mrs. Var- mistress would have been absolutely
Let ua discuss the subject, fairly and openly.
ney; "where the ladiea were sewing sure, yet he had become tinged with
In the first place, we each owe something to our community.
We each
the ideas or freedom and liberty In
this evening."
"Very good," said the sergeant the air. He had assisted many and derive benefits and profits because of our association with the community of
many a Union prisoner.
Captain which we are each a part, making us each responsible tor a fair proportion
"Left face! Forward, march!"
or the cost or maintaining the support or the community.
Arrelsford and Wilfred followed the Thome, by his pleasant ways and nice
The physical responsibility Is represented by the taxes we pay. Too
address, bad won hts heart. And he
soldiers.
many or us are satisfied with the perfunctory performance of that part
"I am the chief witness," said the himself was deeply concerned personally that the young man should not be leaving the moral responsibility to others.
former.
In other words. WE ARE TOO EA8ILY INCLINED TO BELIEVE THAT
"I will aee that be gets fair play," punished for his attempt to bring
remarked the latter, aa they marched about tha success ot the Union cause, THE PAYMENT OF OUR TAXES RELIEVES US FROM ANY AND ALL
which Jonaa felt to be his own cause. RESPONSIBILITIES IN CONNECTION
WITH THE COMMUNITY IN
out
"I must go to Howard," aald Mrs. Therefore he had a double motive to WHICH WE LIVE.
principal
of
freedom
bis
secure
the
Vamey; "this excitement Is killing
We are Inclined to forget that the many comforts and conveniences, both
him; I am afraid he will hardly sur- ir lt'wero in any way- possible.
In a social and a business way, which we find in our community, are oura
As he stared at the pyramids of
vive the night. Caroline is with him
of our asnorlatlon with our kind; with others who have invested
guns, listening to the hum of conver because
now."
their dollars and their efforts here, Just as we have ourselves
room
across
the
hall
nation
the
from
"Very well, mother," said Edith, goWe expect our associates to be loyal to un and to our community and we,
-- the
door had been fortunately
ing slowly up the now deserted room
at least pretend, that we are loyal to them.
H
thought
came
to
him.
closed
a
and standing In the window, looking
Are we loyal?
aalde the portieres with which
out into the night, thinking her pushed
himself,
and enIf we purchase our necessities and luxuries from mall order houses, we
strange, appalling thoughts. They he had concealed
room by the back door.
are not loyal to our associates In the community, because we then show no
would convict him, shoot him, there tered tha
In
He moved with
swiftness
appreciation of their endeavors to supply the members of the community
was no hopo. What had he laid? He
ot the flrst stack or with these things. We are not helping our associates to maintain
their estabwas not ashamed of hts work. It waa the directum
rifles. He knelt down by It seized the lishments, which can be successfully operated only with our
and
the highest duty and involved the nearest
gun,
which lay across the oth- support.
highest and noblest sacrifice, because
swirtly
opened the breech-plug- ,
three,
er
It made the greatest demand; and
If we send our dollars out of town to the mail order houses
we can
drew out the cartridge, looked
they would shoot him like a mad dog."
expect that the time will quickly come when we must send to the mall
It a moment, put the end or It In only
at
"Oh. Ood!" she whispered; "If some
houses for everything we require, because it Is only natural that our
mouth, and crunched hts strong order busi-iess
bullet would only find my heart aa bis
house will become discouraged If we do not patronize them
local
upon
It.
When he
white teeth down
well."
buy
our
merchandise from them, and go out of business.
and
finished, be had a leaden bullet In bli
Even now we note that the stocks or some local stores have been remouth, and the cardboard shell In his
CHAPTER XIX.
hand He replaced this latter in the stricted to such things as must be bought to comply with emergencies, tor
the reason that our citizens send to the big cities, to the mall order houses,
chamber and closed the breech-plug- .
The Drumhead Court Martial.
tor so many of the goods which should be found on the shelves of our local
A smile of triumph Irradiated hla saIt ao happened that the soldiers ble features
The gun could bo tores. And It will be but natural for our business men to continue to restrict
who had thrust old Jonaa back in fired,
bat whatever or whoever stood their stocks to the merchandise which our citizens do not find It convenient
hla cloaet, whence they hud taken
to buy from the mail order houses until we will awaken some day to a realizain front of It would be unharmed.
him a short time before, in their
He had not been quite sure that tion of the fact that we must send away for practically everything.
haate, had failed to lock the door upon he could do this, but tbe result of his
Then what wljl happen? We will discover that the mall order houses,
The negro, who had listened experiment convinoed blm. All the finding
him.
little. If any competition for our business in our home community,
for the click of the key in the lock, other guns were or the same characwill be tbe ones to profit, because we must then send to them tor all we
had at once known of tbelr careleaa-nasa- . ter, and, given the time, be could renrequire In the way or merchandise.
So soon as they had withder them all harmless. He did nol
It Is not Impossible, although tt Is admittedly improbable, that when tbe
room,
the
from
their
drawn
and,
search waste tima In reflection, but started
took tbem to other parta of the in with the same process on the oth- mall order houses shall have driven competition from tbe field by eliminating
our local merchants, with our aid, foolishly tendered through our sending
house, he had opened the door cau- ers. Ha worked with
furious hasta orders away from home, that there will be a readjustment of prices so that
tiously and had made hts way toward until every bullet had been bitten
off we must pay more for tbe things we buy. At any rate, we should be comthe ball by the drawing-room- ,
which every cartridge
pelled to pay whatever prices the mall order houses might choose to charge
he felt Instinctively was the place
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
a, with no competition against them to protect ua.
where the exciting events or the night
would soon culminate.
At any rate,' we are really trying to out our own throats when we send
Birds of a Feather.
Tborne'a entry and the circumClem The suffragettea have cap- our money away from home. Loyalty meen more than a mere perfunctory
stances or his apprehension had been tured Michigan.
appreciation of the efforts of our local merchante to supply our neceeeltiee,
ao engrossing that no one had given
I em Yea.
the Mlchlgooee
has for It means that we are conserving our own Interests end protecting oura thought to Jonaa, or to any other now the saoaa rights aa the Mtehi selves against the exactions of monopoly. We are fighting for our own propart or the hoase, for that matter. gander.
tection against the conditions which are bound to come unless we help our
local storekeepers to maintain their business relatione with ua and to atand
between ua and the big mall order concerns which are lying In wait to take
satiable appetite for poisonous vipers, time to recover from the charge, and their
buslnsss away and compel ue to tend to the big cities for everything we
and It cat. tell of tbe approach of one gives a fatal bite at the base of the require In merchandise
In the same way that a pointer will brain.
When we pay our dollars to our associates in tbe community, tbe storeWhen tackling Its
"cent" game.
keepers, let us do it cheerfully and with a feeling that we are providing for
prey, which la frequently considerably
Promoters Asleep.
our future wolfare. Let us rorget tne attractive anu citen inisit .dim descrlo- bigger than Itself, the "good" snake
"I don't understand It at all," aaM tlons In the catalogues of the mall order houses and rememb
klndly,
aasumee. a lethargic air aa It It were the mat, whose mall consists largely friendly spirit of our local dealers who strive earnestly to m
r trade
glutted with food and could not light of prospectuses
better
and who, when everything haa bean carefully analyzed, give u
Seeing this the bad anake Immediately
"Whafa that?"
le mall
service and more satisfaction In the end than we can expect
dtacov-erepole
"The
haa
been
attack.
north
i every
order house where every customer la known merely as a num
all this time and nobody haa aenl shipment a mere mechanical transaction made at the nonvi
This la just what the other wants;
of an
any
comby
me
for, being rendered
nature
circulars advising me to gel underpaid employe.
pletely Immune from tbe poison, It In on tha ground floor, while It la ha
LOYALTY 18 THE BEST POLICY.
seizes its enemy before it baa had lag capitalized tor an ice plant"
court-martia-
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PROMOTING

RECORD OF THE CROSS
SYMBOL IS ONE OF MOST ANCIENT RECORDED IN HISTORY.

May Be Traced Back Flva Theueand
Yaara, to the Babylonian Era, aa
Explained by Studenta of

CROP JWONHY
the Paat.
The federal government is this year again forwarding
money to hankers with which to move the crops of the
The croa la ao ,old that tha recorda
country, the sole purpose being that the farmer can re- of men do not go hack to the flrat one.
l
took a very ancient
ceive his due compensation for the grain he hauls to town. Christianity
and made it Christian, but nobody
afforded an open market where he knowa juet why.
The farmer should
To understand ail there la to know
can receive cash for his product; his pay days are few and about
the croaa we tnuat go back four
far between, hence the necessity of cash when he has his or Ave thouaand yeara to astronomy
and astrology aa understood by the
goods for sale.
ancient Habyhiniana. lindar their clay
But there is another vital question that must not be tableta and atona monumenta, and
tha monumenta of the Persiana,
looked at sparingly withont thought: it is the question of upon
tha Hlttltea and every other ancient
interest, and on this opinions differ. The government fur- nation we find croasea of all shapes
klnda. Even the Egyptians deconishes the money, $34,000,000 :ryj more if necessary, at the and
rated their high prleat when he was
rate of two per cent per annum interest to the large bank- officiating In the greatest of their
temple with the figure of the croaa.
ers from whom country bankers can draw upon applica- Thero
must, therefore, be some great
tion giving therefor collateral which will be accepted at and universal significance in this symbol or its uae would not have been
75 per cent of its face value.
It matters little whether or so widespread.
not the country banker must pay interest to the larger one "The Babylonians offer the clearest
explanation of thla symbol In their
and in this instance he does not above the 2 per cent
expreaalon, "the four ends of tha
which Is also found in tha
the grain buyer who wants the money is forced to pay sev- earth,"
Ml lil p
The people of Bible time
eral times 2 per cent or go without. He does the best knew that the earth was round, for
speaks of the "circle or tha
thing and pays the high rate of interest to move the crop. Isaiah
earth" and then of the "enda of tha
And right here is where the farmer goes home with- earth." Thia makes the i conception
that to the early Semites for
out an effulgent smile. The grain buyer who pays a high plain
Babylonians and Hebrews were all
rate of interest cannot pay the same price for grain as his Semitic and the Cuneiform and Helanguages have many words In
competitor who has idle monev at the time. The farmer brew
common the earth was round and
who is compelled to do business under adverse conditions had four ends, or, aa we put It today,
points of the compass."
as this, comes out of the little end of the horn and revolts. "four
If the circle of the earth Is drawn
He has a right to.
and then bisected In either direction
straight lines the perfect cross Is
Before the grain is sold the farmer must have machin- by
made, thus symbolising the whole
ery to harvest his crop and that means more interest on earth.
early Babylonians went further,
borrowed capital. The grain buyer pays less because his andThein their polytheism established
one of tha gods aa ruler over each of
high rate of interest he must pay.
theae enda of the earth, identiflylng
The situation then, affords a new avenue for specula- each god with one
of the great planeta,
tion on money from which the farmer is eliminated, but for whose inotlona they studied so carefully. The north waa presided oyer
whom the $34,000,00o or more was intended. The theory by Nergal and the planet which we
Mars. Tha east had Marduk and
works out harmoniously but the principle is wholly inade- call
the planet Jupiter, the south had Ninquate and will be, until the government gives the farmer th and the planet Saturn, while the
was ruled by Nabu and Ms
such leeway as he rightfully deserves without taxing him west
planet Mercury.
Tha names of the
to fill the coffers for bankers at a critical moment.
stars were different In Babylonian,
aym-bo-

1

RECIPROCITY

The News has continuously taken the part of the
farmer, knowing as it does that he contributes to the pros-

but they corresponded to the planets
aa we know them by these names.
The north waa Identified with winter
and midnight, the eaat with morning
and aptng, the south with midday
and summer and the west with evening and autumn.
Some of the Babylonian inscriptions
also ahow that the four phaaes of the
moon were indicated by the croaa
Tha mystic quality of this symbol penetrated the life and literature of tha
people because they held that the direct Influence of the moon and stars
upon the affairs of men waa constant-

perity of the country and is a vital factor in the upbuilding of a community. But
Let's turn another page over. Within a short time
there will' be approximately 10,000 acres of grain harvested within a radius of twenty miles of Cimarron, and most
of it is sold right nere to merchants. The merchant pays ly felt.
Studying the inscriptions on ancient
cash and the farmer gets it.
tableta, monuments and bowls, we find
It is good business acumen for the farmer to patron- crosses of every shape, from the swasize the merchant who pays him cash. The farmer forms a tika to the raaltese, and even the Roman cross with a prolonged lower
closer friendship with the merchant in doing so and in a part
more than suggested that there
time of need the farmer can rightfully expect something is Ita isdirect
connection between this
,
of a favor from the merchant.
Whereover if the farmer
division of earth and
as
symbolised
by
cross
which
the
sends his cash to a foreign mail order house he cannot ex- stood for the complete whole and tha
Tetragrammaton or four letpect the support of a merchant at a critical time. It's ontered name for Ood of the Hebrews.
ly a fair shake towards reciprocity.
This Is the word rendered in Bngllsh,
four-fol-

d

GOVERNOR

A

From Mara State Efeéeutlve of Pena
eylvanla to President of Baas-ba- ll
League.

THE C1MAKHOÍ
ALB. K. 9

OF

'

Philadelphia. no
Pennsylvania hap been offered. It Is
said
presidency of the National
I .em
f Baseball Clubs at a sal
ary of 125.000 a year and has virtually accepted.
The governor himself,
while not directly confirming the report, has said: 'in case I accept the
presidency of the league I will not resign as governor, nor will I give my
Undivided lime to the league for the
balance of my term as governor."
They
These are noble words
breathe something of the dignity of
the early years of the republic, when
governors of states were not tempted
by baseball presidencies.
When John
Hancock waa governor of Massachu
setts he ao highly upheld the prestige
of the office thatghe would not yield
precedence to any prealdent, tiot even
to George Waahlngton.
a
Man
statesman of national repute reolgned
from the United States Benste to return to his state and become a ctssdl-datfor governor. The office, Indeed,
affords opportunities
for statecraft
and public service that of old were
greatly esteemed by men of foremost
weight and worth in political life.
Much haa changed alnce those old
daya. Governorships hav been on the
verge at times of being put on the
political bargain counter. Politicians
have used them aa stepping stones to
the senate. Progressives wish to subordinate them to local mass meetings
and subject them to recall by the
crowd.
Pleasing, therefore. Is It to
find a governor who will not resign
to accept a baseball presidency, nor
even shirk hlB gubernatorial
duties
while holding both offices. Pennsylvania should be proud of Tener.
e

FIRST

BIRTHDAY

AS

RULER

Great Outburst of Patrlotiam Attends
Recent Celebration In Japanese
Capital.
Tokio. An Impressive outburst ol
patrlotiam attetftied the celebration oi
the first birthday of Emperor Yoshi
blto since bis accession to the throne
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Emperor Yoshlhlto.
Tokio

J.

school
children
marched to the palace and cheered
the emperor. There was a militar)
review, lantern processions, and a
brilliant bull in honor of the occasion
The celebration was general through
mi the empire.
160,000

LABORER'S
2,990,

His

HOARD
Savings

Contained

In

IS

or Years,

W.

Sv. earingen,

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Rea-

GONE
Wai
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Old Tin Pall.

Jehovah, or by advanced scholars,
Spokane, Wash Trusting his trees
The four consonants in the
The foregoing editorial has it to do with the farmer, Yahveh.
Hebrew are THVH, tha vowels not be- aire to a rockpile cache rather than to
bank cost John Faro, a Spokane
but this is directed at the merchant. You, who would ing reckoned as of any significance. laborer,
Six months ágo h
It la now suggested that because of made theIZ,90.
laat deposit in an old lard
have the farmer trade with you remember that your home the monotheism of the Hebrews, bepall which he had utilised as a bank
In one Ood snd not in many,
paper is called upon to use its space to direct trade your lieving
yeara, leaving immediately fot
they used the four consonants to indi- for
where he worked till a
way and is glad to do it, that's its business. But to ad- cate the four ends of the earth and Montana,
week or two ago to add more to hie
heavena,
and
combining
Into
one
them
vertise your business so that the consuming public may
hoard
,
word made that stand for the one Ood
Arriving at Spokane at night. h
know what you have and the price you ask, is a fossilized of heaven and earth. Cleveland found
the big rockpile, near the crest
dream nit! The public measures the weight of your bus- Leader.
of which he had for years kept ht
treasure hidden, leveled and huu
iness acumen the way you conduct your business. You World's Largest Apartment House. dreds
of tons of rock removed to bt
A. V. Lelcht, architect of this city,
want your paper to discourage mail order business, yet states that his home town, Newark, N. used in building a grade for the O
W. It
N. through Spokane.
you do not spend $2 a month to let the public know what J., will soon boast of the largest apartNow be Is wondering whether some
house in the world. Oround has laborer found the cache and Is now in
you have and the price you ask; whereover the mail order ment
been broken for a building to be IS possession of his numerous gold coin
house spends at least $2.50 a year for every family in this stories high in front and 16 stories In or whether the bucket and Its con
the rear The building will be located tents were lined rrom their resting
vicinity. They get the cash, you get
.
You scoff at at 742-4- High
street, with a frontage place by a blast of dynamite and tbert
the idea to advertise and have the temerity to ask your of 106 feet on that street and a depth scooped up by a big steam shovel, t
of 225 feei.
The construction cost be used in building up the rallroar
paper to discourage mail order business. You DO believe will be $850.000.
A lane from Spruce bed
in publicity and refuse to pay for it as long as the paper street to the rear of the building will
run to a private
capable of ROTHSCHILDS
IN NEW YORK
gives it to you without charge, which it will not do in the accommodating garage,
100
automobiles.
There will be a palm room, a social
future.
room, a ballroom and a restaurant on Two of Richest Young Msn In Worlc
Make Vlait to America-Neph- ews
i h
thirteenth floor. The restaurant
of Baron.
The New Orleans chief of police who ordered his sub- will sccommodate 400 diners at one
time. A roof garden, covering the enNew York
Two of the riches)
ordinate to use a club in separating two men in fighting a tire structure, will be a feature of the
young men iu the world, members 01
duel, has lost all respect from the (iuatamala republic, but building Wall Street Journal.
a family whoae name has been
synonym for Aladdinlike wealth durln
here he displayed horse sense.
Dying Aviator's Nerve.
The power of the will to control a many Generations, are here in Nev,
badly injured body waa never belter ' York. Tbey are Anthony and Evelyi
While the onslaughts of war are raging letween Ser- Illustrated than In the case of Doctor de Rothschild, sons of Leopold 4i
who Is s brother of Lorr
bia and Austria, there 8 considerable satisfaction in not Coustantln, a voluiteer aviator In the Rothschild,
present hesd of tb
service of the Bulgarian srmy, who Rothschild, the illy
having it so near to our front door.
was fatally wounded by a Turkish huí
tbey came nut o
let while sailing his aeroplane over t umbrldge only a si ort time
ago
the
trenches
Tchataldja.
Notwith- here cn a pleasure rip. lather at art
It is now reported that congress will adjourn about standing the at
th
shock, the pain and the end of It as they si
August 25. It was also reported that it would adjourn rapid hemorrhage. Doctor Constontln Tuesday
For the
kept his nerve and was able to turn
several months ago. Minds of great men often change.
his aeroplane around, guide It back to
the Bulgarian lines and volplane safe- ly down amour his friends
He died quest of interest and amusement, an
Now for a few days of sunshine.
as Lbs aeroplane reached the ground uoUUag lee.
j
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ANIMALS

SLAIN BY

CAPTIVITY

Statistics

Snow Their Lives Are
Greatly Shortened While Deprived
oí Liberty.

Parts. Statistics printed here show
that the ll res of wild beasts in captivity are much shorter than those at
especially in the case of exotic
beasts.
The tiger and panther In captivity
do not live more than aeven or eight
i wa, lions a little longer,
hyenas tivjs
.o six years, and the browu bear aeven
.o eight, although they often reach
twenty when at liberty.
In captivity the white bear
ties
inly four or five and the eii
int.
hlch often attains one Imudn-t- t
liberty, lives onjy tweuiy-t- i
thirty Caged monkeys, howev
aoused, live only sever, or eight
wd nearly all die from tut

,

la.

Alms House Strike

End

Palerson, N. J. lumalus of i
aouse went on strike tor lest
.norter hours and more luoU
leader was pat la Jail and Uii
suded.

NOTICE.,
trespassing in the W S. Pasture in
Colfax county, whether lor the purpose ol
hiiDiioK. tinning, puliiug wild irun, or
tniK tire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
nnd all tre)aitnrs will lie prosecuted to
the lull extent of the law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM
All
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strangers and servants show thetr retransferring their weaknesses, sucb as
spect in the use of "Little Miss."
The Chinese word for an orchid Is drunkenness, Insanity, perversion and
conveyed by I.an. Olrls of many types all the traits Surgeon General Blue
arc all compared to the Queen of mays would be eliminated by law, also
pass ou the divine spark' that haa
Flowers, but they are miunlly diversified In tastes and occupations, so they lighted the path of progreas since
are distinguished by words of two syl- time began.
"In fact, genius, nine times out ot
lables, the latter of which Is "Ian." A
Chinese proverb signifies "the words ten, is very closely allied with 111
uttered from a heart full of sympathy health, criminality, insanity or drunkhave the fragrance of the orchid " As enness. There are very few of our
painters,
the flower ranks so high In the opinion greatest poets, musician,
of the people. It would be difficult to authors and other artists who were
not afflicted with some weakness
find a sweeter'name for a girl.
which was Inherited from parents.
that tongue.
A "Shy Flower" or a "8weet Blos"Wagner, Damn Swift mil Charles
It la well known In what contempt som" is a favorite appellation, and the
the Kaffirs are held by Boers and Brit- girls' families and friends know them Lamb were Insane; Keats and Robert
ish It Is a matter which Ambrose by such fanciful words as Pure Heart. Louise Stevenson died of inherited tuPratt emphasizes very strongly In his Peace and Modesty coupled with In- berculosis; Coleridge and De Quincey
recent work on "The Real South Afri- dustry. I'aith. Truth or some of the were opium fiends, Pope waa a dwarf,
ca." And here there is another signifi- other virtues expected of the women and Herbert Spencer was an Invalid;
Edgar Allen Poe was mentally unbalcant fact to be noted EngllBh is nev- of that Eastern land Truth, for
anced and an Inveterate user of druga
er spoken to the Kaffirs.
Is sometimes taken as the baThere is an Interesting analogy to sis of names, and, with nn adjective, and drink; Goldsmith was called 'the
this problem In our own history. becomes a key to the character of the Inspiring Idiot'; Rousseau and Osear
Wilde were mentally and physlcslly
When the Normans conquered ' the individual to whom it is given. Wang-paSaxons and settled In England it might
is a girl w ho does not possess a unaound, Shakespeare was highly imhave been expected that the French brother, but one who wishes she had moral also. It la hardly necessary to
language and not the Anglo-Saxoone. If a son Js horn into the family refer to Byron and Robert Burns, for
would survive. The Saxons were thor- her name is cnanged at once, and she their Immorality Is too well known
"It is true that all theae His come
oughly conquered and ground down. becomes the girl who has a brother.
down through heredity, but along with
The Boers are certainly not, fdr their
them cornea that thing which has comRobin Hood kept up national sentl
pelled every
advancement in tbe
ment and nurses covert distrust and
GENIUS IS DEFIANT world of literature, art. science and
.
hate not under the greenwood
Tile question of why great
Invention.
but under the rooftree of government
talent seldom accompanies physical
and their Herewards lurked In no fens,
health baa never been anawered.
but came and went about the veldts
"The present agitation over eugenics
teaching an empire many lessons The Laws of Eugenics Are Often Put
la not new. It began In Sparta before
Saxons, It is true, were In a great ma
Out of Joint
the time of Christ, when, lu order to
Jorlty. but opposite those pensions
attain physical perfection aa a race,
paid to the Boers even Injured in the
all imperfect babies were exposed on
war we must write the harrying of
The Divine Spark Sometimes Springs the mountain tops to die or receive
Yorkshire.
strength from the gods None but tbe
From Seemingly Ruinous Condi-tlons- .
Norman-Frencat once became th
strongest were allowed to marry. Tbls
Says Secretary of Cololanguage of church and stute: Eng
system produced tbe greateat physical
Itah, we may say. Is neither today In
rado Stats Board of Hsalth.
giants of blatory, the most perfect aniSouth Africa. Again we see the backbone of society, "loyal to the voice of
Denver, Col. If sucb a law as that mals of all time, but mentally tbe raoe
became dwarfed; their brains went to
the land." and the brilliant top dreBa recently passed lu Wisconsin, forbid
great
lng proudly maintaining the tongue of ding tbe marriage of diseased persons seed. Tbey produced no
But. then, in those, and compelling tbe Stej tllxatiou of de men and distinguished tbemselvea
their fathers
feudal days of no board schools, and fecltvts, bad ulways been euiorced only in war and feats of strength
"If tbe plans of tbe eugenics enthuwith as big a gulf between conqueror,
of tbe world s greatest
and conquered almost as between geniuses would never have bueu born! siasts were carried out In the one matwhile man and Kaffir, there could be Tbls w as ne opinion expressed by ter of prohibiting marriage of persons
little question of an advanced coaler Dr Paul 8. Hunter, secretary of the who drink, 60 per cent, of the Americence or of the blllnguallsm so appar Colorado state board of health, as an can people would be old maids and
ent toda In the educated strata of auswet to tbe slalemeut of Burgeon bachelors. It la evident from tbls
long It will be before such a law
South Afrlcau socials
Uetieral Blue lu which tbe surgeon de- bow
GIRLS BOAST MANY NAMES clared this country must stem the becomes general.
"And If the nation does not get law
prorogation oi defectives and tbat tbe compelling
every man
woman to
Father, Mother, CaMsrs, Servants, All Wisconsin law Is the correct answer. produce a physician's and
certificate, it
Doctor Huuter declares tbat love will
Have Own Designation for Cbl- will not accomplish tbe desired result,
laugh at laws Just as he has laughed
nese Young Woman.
for
certificates are cheap
4 at
JL
locksmiths. Following Is Doctor theaodoctors'
days. Any couple Intent upon
not
A
Hunters
statement:
Chinese girl does
Detroit
getting
could get 60 certifi'Theoretically, I am heartily la cates In married
start life wltb one name and bear It
a day, despite their stale of
fm or of prohibiting the marriage of
wltli her for the rest of hei days, a
health, If tbey had the price."
does (he member of a Christian fam- - ttil lin n and women wbu i annul abo
lly. A fond father will' call his baby a cleau bill of health, but It doea
girl Ills ' Moonbeam," while his son not work out In practice. Tbe strong
Husband's Acts Start Trouble.
goes under the designation of a est parents bring forth puny children;
New York Alleging that ber hus"Phoenix." says the Detroit Times tbe most moral produce immoral off band branded her cheek with a light
When she begins to run ubout her spring. Tbe old Joke about tbe mints ed cigar and bit her bauds. Mra.
mother probably knows her as a "141 ter'a sou is founded ou history:
Jeanne Van Tougeleu, who has been
tie Bister.
Callers address ber as
wed ID year, baa sued tut a separe
"Little Daughter of tbe House.'' and

men! officials a Mr. MacCalluni, obviously of Scottish descent, and even
suggesting It in his physiognomy, who
will converse pleasantly with you in
Dutch, but soon become confused and
fuddled If you greet him In English
Then, agoto there Is the phenomenon
of Mr. Davles, say. who will speak
Out i'li to a Boer even although be la
perfectly well aware that the Boer
would speak English.
This may be
complimentary to tbe English tongue,
but It Is scarcely likely to prove so
serviceable to It as General Hartzog's
fervid admiration for Dutch does to

AFRina

nil nun

Language Problem Will Be Solved
by Immigration.
High Dutch it the One Used In Writing by Preachen and Parliamentarian Rut Haa No Popularity With the People.
London. The Boar
bare always
beeu one of the moot conservative of
people. Uood coloniate. they bullied
and eoalaved the natives with ruth-

less harshness, and then at the ap
proach of the British rather than mix
wltb them they sullenly trekked back-warinto the hinterland.
It is this dourneaa which, now that
the two nations are Inevitably and un- denlably Joint proprietors of the coun-Byand
in alliance with the flash
parish patriotism of the Hertxog!
school, stands strongly against the)
supremacy of the English language 1
British South Africa.
'Botha Is a far seeing and a tolerant
man. While he speaks Dutch in parliament and In elections, he can and
does speak fluently in the English
tongue, and Is never averse to carry
on a conversation through tbat med

j
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Phone 37

PREDICTS END OF THE WORLD
Count

August

de

Seymore

Startling Announcement
ture In New Rochelte,

Makes

in LecN. Y.

New Rochelle, N. T. Count-BaroAugust de Caetellane Seymore In a
lecture before the txjar.1 of education
jf this city declared that "After a profound study of Holy Scripture extending over a period of 24 years I have
some to the conclusion that the world
came Into existence 7.663 years, four
months and two days ago, on tbe 23rd
day of October at nine o'clock on a
Thursday morn."
And' that It will pass out of existence on the corresponding day in the
n

Dr. S. Locke
Dentist
Springer, New Mexico.
Will be in Cimarron to do
your dental work, from
Aug. 3 to 8

Office with Dr. Masten

n

tr-e-

dium.
Hertaog, on the contrary,
never
loses an opportunity to stir up en- thuslasni for the Dutch tongue. - All
official documenta, likewise all menu
cards and programs, are printed In
But the general In
both languages.
finitely prefers a document written
In bad Dutch than one penned In per-fe-

English

It la among tbe "back veldters." or
the old farming classes of the plaint,
that the Dutch language holds chief
way, and It is there that Hertzog is
moat in favor. In rhe big towns English baa a clear preponderance, and
Brltlahera In Johannesburg would repudiate with scorn the suggestion that
(ha Dutch language was advancing
soward supremacy. While It has to
n noted that the Dutch spoken among
the lower classes is not the written
language, the language of church and
Uta, but v ',hi U called "Natal." a
sort of corruption, It rouat be remembered as a significant fact (hat while
the top dressing of society adheres
proudly to tbe English language, the
backbone Is every whit as enthuslasHe. and in more dogged fashion, for
the i,utoh.
High Dutch is tbe written language.
he preacher's language, the parliamentary lauguage. but It has no popu-- '
aarity whatsoever among tbe people
in school British children are now
being taught a serviceable mixture of
One generation may
high and, low
apeak one tongue, the next both and
the next again will be able to eon- vorae only In one.
Tuu will mee among, the govern,--,
-

three-fourlb-

e

i

j

j

climbed on top of houses, "shinned"
up trees aud slid down water pipes of
various residences on the M street
road in the early morning and had
the neighbors In an uproar. Hyau waa
first discovered on tbe roof of the
home of Peter Zlnng, in Bchley avenue, near Wolf, and waa driven from
his perch by a Junior member of tbe
family armed with a shotgun.
Sheriff's Wife Halts Prisoner.
Ellsworth. Me Mrs V. O. tfllsby.
wife of the sheriff here, prevented the
escape from the county Jail ot Edwin
Goodman, seventeen years old, the
confessed murderer of Capt. Harry C.
Voting
Goodman, aided by another
prisoner, had overpowered a deputy
iherlff and was taking bis keys when
August Bchaffslysky de Mulfekadel de Mra. Bilsby appeared. She locked the
Castellana Seymore.
outer door of tho Jail and then sound
year of our Lord 1916 or 1917, but not .'d an alarm
later, perhaps before.
We are approaching a mammoth sky
mouster uuseeu by our astronomers,
but hot unknown to them; tbe wel
fare and peace of uatlons demand that
the news bn kept from the public for
the preseut, but It will, lu the fullness
of time be In tunned thereof through

proper channels
This mammoth sky monster la now
drawing near upou us and will eventually gobble us up when all things
shall cease to extsL Tbe mild win
ters which we have experienced during the past few years bear me out In
The end of all things
uiy findings.
Is upon us.

THINKS

HE

IS

A

SQUIRREL

Dr. H. S. Murdoch
THE SPRINGER DENTIST
will be in Cimarron, August
9, 10, 11 and 12tb, office at
The SWASTIKA Hotel.
After taking a post graduate course

University
Man Climbs to Housetops, Shlna Down in tbe Northwestern
Water Pipes and Clambers
Dental School at Chicago, Ur.
Up Tree.
in
BacraaiMito, Cat - Imagining that be
waa a squirrel, James Kyan a. hobu.

prepared to give tbe
Murdoch
latest and most reliable met bods in
Oeutistry. Consultation Free.
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Cattle.

Beef steers, com fed, good
to choice
$?.SO0t.6S
Beef steers, corn fed, fair
to good
6.757.50

Earth

to Robert H.Moulton
HERK
a man In Chicago who
Month
can measure
of an Inch a distance amount- I Inn to
of the smalleat distance revealed by a
perfect microtheoretically
scope He can rule on a piece
I of polished glass, one Inch
wide. 50,000 straight, parallel
lines, equally spaced.
He haa determined the length of the standard
meter so accurately that his figures cannot be
subject to a fault exceeding more than one part In
2,000.000.
He haB measured the rate at which
light travels with a possibility of error not more
of one per cent of the quantity
than
measured and light flies 186,330 miles a second
and, as a crowning achievement, he has determined the rigidity of the earth.
This man Is the first American to receive the
Nobel prize In science and the only American
who has ever received the Copley medal of the
Royal Society of Ixindon. Despite achievements
1
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Bulls

6.0006.60

Stags
5.7607.00
Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
7.000 7.75
Feeders and stockers, fair

h

to good

Feeders and stockers,
mon to fair

6.2507.00
com6.25

5.50

Hogs.

Good Hogs

$8.8509.00
Sheep.

Lambe

their significance, this
man's name Is Uttle known outside of scientific
circles. He Is Albert Abraham Michelson, Ph. D.,
8c. U., LL.D., professor and head of the department of physics at the University of Chicago.
Professor Mlchelson's experiments to deter- -

that are staggering

Beef steers, pulp fed, fair
to good
7.0O7.50
Beef steers, hay fed, good
to choice
7.26C'8.0O
Beef steers, hay fed, fair
to good
b.BOfi 7.25
.7
Heifers, prime corn fed ... 7.007.76
Cows and helferB, corn fed,
good to choice
6.5007.25
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
fair to good .,
6.7606.60
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
good to choice
6.5007.25
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
fair to good
ü.6003.50
Cows Bnd heifers, hay fed,
good to choice
6.2507.00
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
6.60 0 6.25
fair to good
Canners and cutters
4.00f5.00
Veal calvea
8.60 111.75

In

67.00ii

Ewes
Yearlings (light)
Wethers

7.7."

4.00ÍJ 4.75

5.5006.25
5.0005.50

Hay.
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)
Colorado upland, per ton.112.00fil3.00
Nebraska upland, per ton. 10.00011.00
Second bottom. Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton... 9.00010.00
Timothy, per ton ...
14.00016.00
Alfalfa, per ton
7.000 8.00
South Park, choice, ton. 14.00015.00
San Luis Valley, per ton. 11.00012.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 13.0014.00
4.50 0 6.00
Straw, por ton
Qraln.

Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs
Kye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
Idaho oats, sacked
Corn chop, sacked
Corn, in sack
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs

l ."7
1.05
1.45
1.48
1.47
1.15

Flour.
Standard Colorado, net

12. IS

Dressed Poultry.
TurfceyB. fancy D. P
19
Turkeys, old oms

Turkeys, choice
Hens, large
M' ns small
Broilers

mine the rigidity of the earth are intensely interesting. Science has long needed to know the
physical properties of this globe. It la impossible to learn this directly, as the deepest mines
yet sunk penetrate less than two miles below the
surface, a distance proportionately no greater
than the thickness of the varnlah on a two-foglobe. The Interior of the earth is believed to
be Intensely hot. This theory la based on the
fact that molten lava Is thrown forth by erupting
volcanoes. Also, in descending a mine, there Is a
rtae In temperature, amounting to 50 degrees per
mile of descent. If this rate of Increase Is constant, the temperature at only 100 miles down is
above the melting point of all substances under
conditions as they exist on the surface of the
earth. However, despite the high temperature,
the Interior of the earth may be held In solid
state by the tremendous pressure to which It Is
subjected.
Under the now accepted theory of ihe celestial
mechanics, scientists assume that a heavenly
body is held In its course by the attractive force
exerted by the ofher heavenly bodies on all sides
of it. In this way Is determined the earth's
course around the sun and the motion of the
Assuming
entire solar system through space.
that the earth Is not a solid mass, scientists have
long struggled to discover how it resisted the attractive forces exerted by other planets and stars
whether as a viscous mass or as a perfectly
elnstlc body
They have long knon that the earth did resist these forces in some degree. The ocean
tides which sweep our shores twice dally are
proof of this. It has long been known that the
tides arc caused by the attraction of the sun and
the moon. If the tarth offered no resistance to
this attraction, the whole earth would respond
quickly to It and there would be no tides. On
the other hand. If the earth were a perfect! rigid
body. It would realat this attraction completely;
and the tides would reach their maximum height.
The amount that the tides fall short of their
theoretical maximum height would measure the,
degree of rigidity which the earth possesses.
The next step was to determine the actual
height of the tides. This long proved the stumbling block. If shore lines were perfectly straight
and the floor of the ocean perfectly level, the
height of the tides could be measured directly;
but crooked ahore lines and shelving beacbea resist the motion of the tides and make It Impossible to determine their height with the accuracy
demanded by science.
8lr George Darwin made elaborate experiments
to determine the height of the tides, but was
obliged to give up the problem In despair. Pro
fessor Michelson solved this difficulty by laying
two lengths of pipe, each five hundred feet long,
and measuring the rise and fall of the water In
them. One length of pipe was laid north and
south, and the other length east and west, In
order to measure the tides In both directions.
The pipes were burled six feet under ground to
obtain a uniform temperature.
At both ends of the pipes tees were Inserted
having glass windows for observatory purposes
The pipes were half filled with water; and the
changes in the holght of the water were obtained
by measuring, through a microscope the distance
between pointer Inserted lust under the surface
f the water and, the Image of the pointer reflected above the water.

The maximum tides In these pipes did not
of an Inch; but so perfect
ceed
was the apparatus and so accurate the readings
by Professor Michelson that all the variations In
the tides were accu: ately determined. Tides are
complex things.1 Their height varies with the
position and distance of both the sun and the
moon and, therefore. Is never the same two days
succession.
Professor Mlchelson's experiments revealed 30
of these variations, which corresponded almost
exactly with the variations obtained theoretically
by computing the variations in the attractive
forces exerted by the sun and the moon. The
practical correspondence of the actual height of
the tides with the theoretical height proved that
the earth through and through Is as rigid as steel
snd that It yields to outside forces as a perfectly
elastic body and not as a viscous mass.
This experiment reveals the Imagination anil
the striking originality of Professor Michelson.
The first achievement to bring his name to the
attention of the scientific world was his accurate
determination of the velocity of light, accomplished also after overcoming tremendous experimental difficulties. Light Is the fastest thing in
nature: It represents the absolute limit of speed.
After four years of work and study, Professor
Michelson announced that light travels with a
velocity of 186,330 miles per second
The maxl
mum error In this figure doea not exceed
of one per cert.
On the subject of spectrum analysis. Professor
Michelson has devoted many of the best years of
his life
Spectrum analyses are obtained by
means of the spectroscope. Every substance
By
when heated emits a characteristic light.
means of the spectroscope this light Is analyzed
and the elements giving off the light are thereby
revealed. The spectroscope has enabled scientists to determine the elements In far distant
stars. It has made possible tremendously Important discoveries concerning the nature of atoms,
the minute particles of which all matter Is com-

In

posed.

The difficulties of spectrum analysis will be
realised when H Is learned that a single atom of
sodium emits 800,000.000,000
vibrations per second of two slightly different kinds of light.
was engaged In spectrum
Michelson
analysis very long before he Improved the spectroscope, calling the Improved type an echelon
spectroscope. This wonderful machine divides
light Into Its various constituents and makes possible their separate analyst.
The echelon spectroscope usee a glass grating
a piece of highly polished glass on which Is
ruled from 15.000 to 50.000 straight equally-spacelines to the Inch. To make these gratings Professor Michelson Invented a ruling engine that It
the most accurately constructed mechanical device In the world
It Is operated In a room the
temperature of which Is kept constant to within
of a degree.
To aaalst In analysing the Unes of the spectrum
Into their fundamental constituents, Professor
Michelson Invented the "harmonic analyser," a
machine as complicated and so delicate as the
linotype machine. By Its use an assistant can lu
a few minutes make calculations that would take
a akllled computer weeks to accomplish.
Scientists have long endeavored to determine
the absolute mot lost 4 the earth through space.
It la known that the earth swings around the sun

r

d

and that the entire solar system Is moving toward
the constellation Hercules at the rate of 12 miles
per second, or 400,000,000 miles per year. However, as scientists have not yet been able to
measure the motion of Hercules, they still do not
know the absolute motion of the earth. In 1880
Professor Michelson attacked the problem of determining the motion of the earth with reference
to the ether, the
medium that filia
Interstellar space.
All of us have noticed that, when walking
through the rain, although It Is actually falling
vertically. It seems to be falling at an angle, the
degree of thla apparent deflection depending upon
the speed with which we have moved. Looking
out the window of a
train, scientists
have noticed a similar deflection In the angle of
the light coming to the earth from some far distant star. As the medium that carries the light
between heavenly bodies Is the ether, scientists
argue that the deflection Is due to the relative
motion of the earth through the ether.
Professor Michelson eventually overcame the
tremendous experimental difficulties In connection with this problem; but no motion of the
earth with respect to the ether was found. This
result came as a profound surprise to the entire
scientific World
In order to solve this problem Professor Michelson Invented a most marvelous Instrument,
which he cslled the "Interferometer " This Instrument Is 50 times more powerful than an absolutely perfect microscope would be. The microscope's power Is limited by the length of a light
wave: and the smsllest distance It can reveal Is
s
a wave length, or one
of an Inch. By utilizing the properties of
light In another manner, the interferometer can
reveal distances equivalent to one five millionth
of an Inch. The microscope has been of Immense
value both In srl"nt!fle work and In practical life;
and the invention of the Interferometer, an Instrument 50 times more powerful, Is In Itself an
achievement that should win for Professor Michelson undying fame.
He used this Instrument to aid him in measuring the standard meter, the foundation of the
metric system, in terms of Infinite exactitude and
In a manner that will make this unit perpetual.
The original meter length Is carefully preserved
at Paris: but scientists havo long worried over
the possibility of Its destruction. In 1893 an International commission on weights and measures
asked Professor Michelson to devise some method
by which the meter length could be accurately
reproduced. The meter Is theoretically one forty
millionth of the earth's circumference; but this
definition Is not accurate enough for scientific
purposes. Professor Michelson announced the
length of the meter In terms of cadmium light
waves, with a maximum error of one part In two
This definition will always enable scimillion.
entists to reproduce the meter accurately, as
long aa the earth exists.
These are the moat striking achievements of
America's greatest scientist Any one of them
Is sufficient to perpetuate a man's name In the
annals of science. The result of Professor Mlchelson's experiments with reference to the motion
of the earth has raised questions that It will
take science many years to answer satisfactorily;
and his determination of the rigidity of tho earth,
has made possible farther and more wonderful
progress In the sphere of celestial mechanics.
one-hal-
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Ducks
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021

Geese
Roosters
Live Poultry.
Hens, fancy
liens, amall
Broilers, lb
Roosters
Turkeys, 10 lb. or over
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Ducks, young
Ducks
Geese
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12
11
9

13

012

018

017
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016
Cci

10
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should they be voted.

placed under the ban In Kansas when,
the State Supreme Court held that ft
Is

Intoxicating,

and

that a druggist

who sells it may be prosecuted for v
hitlon of the prohibitory law. The;
court also held that lemon and vanilla
extracts, cologne, camphor and similar
tinctures, extracts and essences, If
they actually make a man drunk, are,
to he classed as Intoxicating liquors.

Legislate Against Women's Dress.
Atlantic City, N. J. Condemning
the
feminist movement "because It not only pushed women for- tate their voice and manners and cannot fall to have a deleterious effect
upon the public welfare." Dr. Frank
C. Richardson of the Boston
unlver- the American Institute of Homeopathy, declared the hope of America lies In a "renaissance of home-Uf- a
and the awakening of women to
of her mission as a mother."
of

r

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR.
Second

Edition of Premium
Necessary This Year.

Book.

Albuquerque.
For the first time lu
the history of the New Mexico state
lair at Albuquerque, a second edition
of the fair premium book has been
made necessary. The premium books
were Issued early this year. The lists
carry a- total of more than $4,000 la
cash prizes for agricultural and llvo
storkdisplays alone, and with the
best year on record on both farm and
ranch, the demand from prospective-exhibitorhas been enormous. The
new edition Is now being printed and
Secretary Tom Binkort at Albuquerque announces that those who desire-thbook should make application at
-

s

once.

The fair commission Is gratified at
sp'rit of
the state-wid- e
shown this year. Every seetlon of the
state is showing lively Interest In
of the fair nnd especially In
the exhibit departments. Fourteen,
county and local fairs to date have-fixetheir fair dates Just prior to the
si ate. fair, Oct. 5 to 10, so that the
pick of exhibits at the local fairs may
be taken to the state exposition, and
the number of individual exhibits wilt
be double that of any previous year.
The largest agricultural exhibit ever
held In the state was at Albuquerque
In connection with the national Irrigation congress. The state fair exhibit
this year Is now certain to exceed that
exhibit both In sice and character or
the exhibits.
s

YELLOWSTONE

PARK 8HORT CUT

r
Final Survey of the
Road Nearlng Completion.
Denver. The forest service has a
O. B. Denver
20
Eggs, graded, No. 2 net, F.
crew at work making final survey of
O. B. Denver
12
road, preparatory
the Buffslo-HazeltoEggs, case count, less comto completing construction work be$4.76 0 5.60 gun last summer. This strip of road,
mission
crossing the Big Horn national for
Butter.
est, forms an Important link in the
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb
27028
Black and Yellow trail leading from
Creameries, ex. East., lb. ...27 028
Belle Fourche, South Dakota, through
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb. . .
24
Sundance, Moot croft. Gillette, Buffalo,
Process
IS
Packing stock
18V6
Hazelton, Hyattvllle, Basin, and Cody
to the east entrance of the Yellow-aton- e
Fruit.
national park.
Apples, Colo., new, box
fl. 2602.00
According to forestry officials,
Apricots, Colo
1.00 1.50
of the Buffalo-HazeitoBlackberries, Colo
2.0002.60
one of the most imcomprises
road
Cherries, Colo., crate
2.2603.00
projects
in the national
portant
road
Currants. Colo., crate
..0002.60
The successful
Peaches, Colo., box
66
85 forests of the wesL
Raspberries, red, Colo, crate 1.2501.75 outcome of the Black and Yellow trail
Raspberries black, Colo. .. 1.5002.00 la said to have depended to a great exStrawberries, Koutt Co. .... 2.00ii3.r0 tent upon this stretch of road, leading as it does across the Big Hora
Vegetables.
mountains, and the work accomplished
Corn. Colo., doz
.21
f .20
Cabbage, Colo., cwt
2.0O(qi2.2S last year fully demonstrates the feasi
Celery, doz., Colo
40
.50 bility of the route. With the comple
Lettuce, bead. Colo., lb
150 .20 tlon of the work this year, the Blac . t
Onions, cwt., Colo
2.7504.00
and Yellow trail will be placed on
Peas, Colo
(I5it .07
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
.060 .08
Not ouly will the advantages of
this road be felt along the route of
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS.
the Black and Yellow trail, but by
tourists from Colorado points as well.
Lead and Spelter.
& 3.92
$3.82
New York. Lead
.
The Denver National Parks trail con18 10a.
London.
nects with the Black and Yellow trail
Spelter $5.000 5.10. London, éZXl at Buffalo and persons desiring
12s 6d.
short cut to the park win have access
St. Louis. Lea- d- $3.76.
road across
to the Buttalo-HazeltoSpelter- - $4.87404.96.
the Big Horn mountains In preference-tgoing around by Bllltnga.
Butter, Eggs snd Poultry. .
Chicago.
Butter1 Creameries. 21 V4
Too muoh gravity argues a shallow
28c.
Kggs
mark, canos included, 160 mind. Lavater.
c ordinary firsts, 174018c;
firsts, I8V1 o l'.ic.
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
Poultry Springs, 160 20c; fowls,
144c.
Buffalo-Hazelto-

Eggs.
i
Kggs, graded No. 1 net, F.

n

the-map-

.

n

At

Chicago Qraln and Provision Prices.
Chicago.
Wheat No. 2 red, 84
864c; No. 2 hard,840864c; No. 2
Northern, 964092c; No. 2 spring.

954097c.
3

yellow, 744076c; No.
Corn No.
yellow, 74 0744c.
Oats No. 3 white, 354036; No.
white, new, 35c; standard, 37
Rye

No. 2,

66f7c.

Barloy 49056c.
Timothy $4.0006.60.

Clover - $1 0.OO01S.OO.
Pork- - $22.95.
Lard--$9.9-

(Baataaaa Kodak Ca.
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Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a trieiinnc couim of medication.
The only place in Calorsdo where the
Genuine Keelcy Remtctict sre sJinirurtered
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Lacturara.
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CIMARRON NEWS.

SERVIAN KING FLEES rTere::.::.
Turns Down Demands of
and All of
Europe Faces War as Diplomatic Relations End
Austria-Hungar-

W'

Nswspsp.r Onion N.w. S.rvlc

ARMIES MOBILIZED

RÜSSIA
WHOLE

EMPEROR' AND KAISER CHEERED
WHEN PLANS ARE ANNOUNCED
FOR MA88INO WAR FORCES.

AID

WORLD AWAITS
OF THE CZAR.

SERBS
ACTION

-

London, July 28. The darkest war
cloud which has appeared on the Euro-

pean horizon since Germany sent worships to Agedlr In lSil has arisen
within three days.
The Servian government has refused
to comply with Austria's demands, the
most humiliating ever asked of an Independent nation, for the explaUon of
the Sarajevo murders for which Ausconspiracies In
tria holds
Servia responsible and for guaranties
of future good behavior.
At 6:50 o'clock, when the Austro-migarían ultimatum expired, the Servian premier handed to the Austrian
minister at Belgrade Servla's reply.
The minister Immediately severed diplomatic relations and started for home.
The contents of the note have not
been revealed, but the Servian legation In London understands that it accepted some of Austria's conditions
and rejected others. Apparently Austria was resoved to have the whole
bill paid or nothing.
The vital question to Europe Is
whether Russia will come to the rescue of her little Slav brother, Involving the other powers and making of
the war a dread struggle of Slav
relaand against Teuton for European supremn

Vienna, July 28. Diplomatic
tions between Austria-HungarServia were formally broken off Sat- acy.
Reports from St. Petersburg say
urday. The Servian government waited until the last moment left it by the (hat the Russian army Is mobilizing,
terms of the note, and only ten minutes but it is to be remembered that Russia mobilized several corps when AusV; before the hour of six, when the
tria annexed Bosnia and the German
e
ultimatum expired,
emreror stepped to the side of his
Servian premier appear at the ally.
legation and present his government's
The Servians have decided not to
reply to the Austrian minister, Baron
attempt to defend Belgrade, the garGleel von Olealligen.
rison having already been withdrawn
The details of the tenor of the reply according
Vienna reports and the
were not repealed here, but the terse seat of the togovernment
removed from
statement was made that It was "un- Belgrade to Kraguyevata,
a .strong
satisfactory."
6trategin point sixty miles to the south.
Immediately upon receiving the note
Many rumors were current, some asthe Austrian minister Informed the serting that Austria had given Servia
foreign office, and diplomatic relations further time in which to reply to her
were broken off. Half an hour later peremptory note, others that she had
the minister and his staff with their refused to do so, and still others that
families had boarded a train for Au- Servia maintained an r.ttltude of de- strian territory. Martial law was deand was preparing for the worst
clared throughout the
eventualities.
empire.
Statesmen in all countries meantime
A Wgh official of the
were making endeavors to bring about
foreign office mude the follow- a peaceable solution and all sought to
ing statement:
restrain movements of panic.
Already part of the Russian press
"Should Servia at this stage of affairs take military measures against has taken a defiant attitude, demandAustria, every penny of the cost of ing that the government In St. Peters- Austrian mobilization will have to be burg undertake the protection of Servia.
paid by Servia."
The Austrian ultimatum to Servia
An official communication points
out that the foreign situation has as- was unanimously regarded In St. Petersburg as an indirect challenge to
sumed a development which fiakes
for military necessities the su- Russia.
The Servian minister and his staff
preme law. It proclaims a series of ordinances applicable to the whole em- left Vienna. A military censorship
was established in the telegraph of
pire. Including Hungary.
These ordinances include the trans- fices here.
.
Slav Minister Given Passports.
fer of the civil administration of
London. New proof that Austria is
Herzegovina and Dalmatla to the
commander In chief; the suspension j fully determined to make war on Ser- through the empire of the constitutlon-WLi- i via Is seen in Sunday's developments,
while the possibilities of a general Eu
laws on liberty of assembly; of
correspondence; of the press; the ropean war seem groeater than ever
suppression of juries; the restriction confronted the present generation.
The Servian reply to the
of the issue of passports; the submisultimatum was an accept
sion of civilians accused of reprehensible acta against the army to military ance of almost all the Imperious dejurisdiction; the partial prohibition of mands, except that Austrian officials
the export and import of products; the shall participate In the Investigation
enforcement of military jurisdiction and fix the responsibility for the
propaganda.
generally, and the closing of the provincial diets aud the relcbsrath.
Hands Off, Warns Germany.
The communication trusts that all
l
Berlin. A
subjects will apprestatement
ciate the grave necessity which com- says Germany has made it kndwn to
pels the government in the exercise of the European capltala notably Paris
a heavy responsibility to take excep- and St. Petersburg, that she regards
the conflict between Austria and Sertional measures.
It is reported that the mobilization via as the concern of those two states
of five Russian army corps has been alone, and It, therefore, must be lo
calized.
ordered.
King, Peter Returns.
General Carranza Perils Peace.
According to messages received here
Washington.
Advices to the effect
army
Servian
of
the
the mobilization
not disposed
that Geueral Carrausa
was ordered at 3 o'clock in the after- to
make a formal agreement granting
King Peter, who had hurriedly amnesty In advance of his actual asnoon
returned to Belgrade, when the Aus- sumption --m power in Mexico City
trian ultimatum was announced, left reached Washington from the headthe capital on a special train with the quarters of the Constitutionalist chief.
principal members of the government, This is not In line with what the
in the realization that the Auatrtans American govemmert has previously
could capture Belgrade without diffi- understood to be Carrausa's position,
culty. The temporary seat of the gov- and U insisted upon may, disrupt the
proposed penco conference In Mexico
ernment will be established at
at Its very beginning.
dld-th-
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THE

DIAGNOSIS.

"Who shall decide when doctors disagree?" There surely will be no dissenting voice if we answer that question with one short word FACTS. It
would seem that it should not be a
difficult matter to secure the facts
concerning any given subject; but It
Is. Much data is available but we
have come to distrust it because we
know so many Investigate not to
ascertain the truth, but merely to win
a point for some particular theory,
just as some lawyers strive only to
win cases, not to secure Justice; some
doctors to "cure" diseases, not to prevent sickness; some ministers to gain
church attendance, not to secure

War Developments.
Aestrta. Servian minister given
passport, a virtual declaration of
war,
Sarria. Army mobilised and Cabinet summoned to meet for final action. First fight reported on Danube.
Russia. Csar renews insistence
that Servia refuse to bow to all demands.
Kagland. Fight regarded as certain. Fleet ordered to be ready and
army put on war footing.
Frasee. Officers on leave ordered to report to posts.
fteraaay. Bfflrts being made for
Hague
conference
while Kaiser
backs Austria and wurns nations to
keep hands off.
Italy. Announcement made that
kingdom will stand by Austria.

War Situation Told In Brief.
The Principals. Austria, a mem
ber of tbe historic Triple Alliance.
With a standing army of 425 831 a
War siren tli of upwards Of 800,000
men. and a navy comprising- 114 vessels. Servia, on of the Balkan
alkies, whose standing; army consists of 80,000 men, with a total war
footing; of 196,000. She has no ne.vy.
Tke Srroaes. For Austria. Germany, which can throw 872,000 regular troops Into the field at any
moment And can command the ser rines of 3,260 000, all of them trained
Be
and ready for prompt action.
this vaat land force. Germany
has a navy of 118 ships, most of
them ready for sea.
For Servia,
Russia, second of the military powers of the world, with a standing
land force of 1,600.000 mon and a
war strength of 1.846,000. Russia's
navy, largely rebuilt slnoe the
war, consists of 1(6
ships of various classes.
Tke Cause. Servla's refusal to
obey the ultimatum Issued by Austria, in which demand was made for
the suppression of the
movement and the acceptance by the
little Balkan state of responsibility
for the murder of the Crown Prince
and Crown Princess of Austria who
were killed by a band of anarchists
a few weeks ago.
The Effect. A general European
war. In which Russia would defend
.Servia against Invasion by the
forcea of Austria and Germany,
would rally to the support of her
ally and neighbor, the dual monarchy. Ultimately France, which Is
in alliance with Russia and Italy,
which is the third member of the
Triple Alliance, might possibly
become embroiled. An attack, such as
contemplated by Austria, would be
directed against the Integrity of all
tha Balkan states, whose territorial
alignment was settled by. the peace
treaty following the recent war In
the Balkans, and would, If successful, probably result in the absorption of most of that section of Eu
rope and Asia Minor
formerly the
domain of the Sultan, upon which
Austria has long cast envlouá eyes.

:::::

By ALBERT S. GRAY, M. O.

for Supremacy.

GOVERNMENT
REMOVED
CAPITAL FOR FEAR OF
BOMBARDMENT.

n

TO

Hie Interference Would Involve Other
Powers and Make Conflict a Struggle of Slav Against Teutona

MARTIAL LAW DECLARED
SERB

y

Fundamental
Principles of

ascertaining the facts, tabuiafW
these facts and giving tbe tabulated
results and the conclusions to be deducted therefrom the widest publicity;
and further, a body authorised to act
in an advisory capacity to any community on request or to voluntarily
pubHcly recommend action along definite Unes where conditions warrant
and make such publicity necessary.
Such an organisation would command the confidence and respect of all
ssne citizens and enable the United
States quickly to take her place
among the civilised nations of the
world in the prevention of avoidable
disease because we are too sane a
people to pursue fads and fancies. If
shown that they mean premature
LIN.E OF GRAVITY.

Dtaaas

dropped In front of a
normal human figure will be found to
run down through the center of the
nose sad chin and, splitting the trunk
of the body along tbe median line
through the navel, will touch the
ground at a point midway between tbe
A plumb line

two feet.
Viewed from the side, a plumb Une
wlU cut the posterior edge of the tragus (the prominence at the external
opening of the ear), pass through the
middle of the head of the humerus
In

the 'shoulder joint, cut the posterior

edge of the femur (thigh bone) in the
hip joint and, passing through the
middle of the knee Joint, through the
wholesome practical morality In the middle of tbe end of the fibula (the
home and in the place of business. bony prominence just outside tbe
The fault undoubtedly lies In our edu- ankle Joint) will touch the ground at
cational system. What the world a point approximately two and one-haInches anterior to the back of
wants to know is, what Is known, not
what is thought, and It is not getting the heel.
This normal type of figure Is In exwhat It wants and needs.
In consequence we are continually being called act mechanical balance, and by reason
on to decide momentous questions In- of the automatic operation of the covolving our lives without possessing ordinating centers of the sympathetic
adequate information concerning the nervous system requires no conscious
fundamental facts. How fit is the effort or undue expenditure of energy
average sick man to decide what shall to maintain the body in the upright
be done? And yet the burden of that position.
Departure from this standard nordecision usually restr on him.
There are two methods of education, mal type falls Into two general
the natural and the artificial. Dy the classes: one lu which the hip and
natural method one observes particu- knee joints are thrown behind tbe line
lar facts and forms therefrom general of gravity, and the other in which the
By tbe artificial method one hip and knee joints are found In front
Ideas.
acquires a vast store of general Ideas of the line of gravity.
Because of the characteristic attithrough hearing or reading what other
people have observed and think. Tbu tude assumed in order to compensate
first method is very reliable but very the displaced points of gravity the
slow. Tbe second method, the one on former has been designated "The Kanwhich most of us depend for our ad- garoo" and the latter "The Gorilla"
vancement, Is rapid but very unrelia- type of figure.
Both these abnormal types maintain
ble unless we are extremely careful
In selecting the source of our informathe erect position only by reason of
tion.
This explains why it so fre- a more or less voluntary effort and by
quently happens that after a long virtue of an undue tension on certain
course of learning we enter real life muscles necessary to overcome the
either with an almost artless igno- gravitational pull; both are chronlo
rance of many important things or Bufferers from backaches and headwith wrong and often distorted and aches, and both are subject to all
unwholesome Ideas about them. We sorts of "muscular rheumatisms."
were either misinformed, or were not Quacks get rich coining the desire for
Instructed at all, and must learn in relief from tt se chronic and most
the school of bitter experience what "mysterious" pains; and many diagwe might easily have been taught.
noses of diseases that never exist are
We must go to those competent to mode because of them. But It Is gravspeak with the authority of experi- ity that makes tbe backaches and
ence for our knowledge, or work It most of the headaches not disease;
out each for himself. A very easual and these conditions are usually agconsideration of the subject will show gravated by the wrong kind of shoes
it to be quite impossible that we and the wrong kind of corsets.
It a building Is out of plumb, alarm
search out the truth each for himself;
therefore, for our knowledge we must is felt for the welfare of the people
go to those who by reason of training In it lest It foil down, and the authoriand experience are qualified to speak ties send expert engineers to Investiwith authority. And even to make gate the foundations. Not until the
such selection requires good judgment weak spots ore repaired and the buildand no small degree of training under ing Is jacked back into line is it conexisting conditions, because matters in sidered safe to inhabit. The foundageneral are too often questions of tion of anything Is the base on which
opinion.
It stands on the earth, and man has
No progress has ever been made in not yet succeeded in making a statue
any science until three things have of the normal erect human figure in
been discovered: determined units; bronze, marble, wood or any other
measured unltB; devices for measure- medium capable of standing firmly
ment. These three requirements are without being bolted to a substantial
comprehensively covered by our cen- base. This would appear to indicate
sus enumeration, birth and mortality that our foundation, the feet, are none
tables, when efficiently handled. And too firm and that therefore we are uot
until this data is efficiently handled in a position to take liberties with
disease will continue to be a matter them because the margin of stability
of opinion, whim and dogma, and the is too small.
But we do so to our
sick to be subjects for exploitation greut detriment.
and rich material for tbe personal
Standing together two normal feet
aggrandizement of the most incompe- show a perfectly straight line, and a
tent, because the most incompetent In straight tread or "Meyer's line" extheir Ignorance make tbe boldest and tending from the center of the tip of
most attractive claims.
the great toe through its base to the
It is a curious fact that people in center of the heel. Taking "Meyer's
general dislike the simple, direst line" as a base, a Hue prolonged from
truth they want it emasculated agd the center of the heel at an equal dissugar coated; and nothing but the tance from the outside line of the
cold, hard mathematics of tbe situa- foot will cut through the ceuter of the
tion carl overcome this desire for the head of the fourth metatarsal bone
least unpleasant Interpretation of evi- and follow the median Une to the end
dent facts.
of the fourth toe, striking an angle of
The first step In the study of dis- about l tí degrees. And a diagonal
ease prevention Is to have a knowu line drawn through the middle of the
base and an accurste registration of bearing surfaca of the anterior toot
births Is scarcely to be found In the will cut "Meyer's Une" at about the
United States, ami 25 of our 48 states big toe Joint on an angle of 37 degrees
do not require registration of deaths! and will cut the line extending from
At the present time we have reliable the center of the heel to the tip of the
mortality returns on only 61.8 per fourth toe on an angle of about 63
cent, birth returns on less than 26 per degrees. As a matter of fact tbe cencent, and accident returns on but an ter of the bearing surface of the
Insignificant portion of our 100,000,000 normal foot approximates a section ol
population. We know more about cat-tie-, a circle drawn on a radius of about
sheep and hogs than we do about
the length of the foot from
our men, women and children. We about the middle of the arch to a point
do not know and we have no accurate midway between the head of the first
means for determining "Where we are metatarsal bone and the end of the
at." and nothing short of a national great toe.
clearing house will enable us to know.
Because our shoemakers do not folIn place of 48 distinct bodies haying low the anatomical line of the bearing
Jurisdiction over birth, sccldent and surface of our feet our base is wrong
mortality returns there should be one. and we are not firm and sure of foot
Want we need In this country is a and we are orlppled and exhausted
well trained central body, free rrom thereby aud made less alert than we
the paralysing effects of pecuniary should be. We Instinctively hareconfl
enlbarrasament aud its temptations, dence in the ability of a well balanced
possessed of minds big enough, broad figure and we Instinctively expect
snough and kean enough to see and
and stupidity In the "gorilla"
to grasp the really few fundamental type. People tending towards either
principles of life; with authority to of .the abnormal types should pay par
reach over and beyond state, county, tlcular attention to the fit and adjustand municipal boundaries, thereby be- ment of all garments worn because an
ing freed from the blighting influence alert brain will not be sound la
of local prejudice and
cramped body. Displaced
gravity
with powers specifically limited to points mean nervous exhaustion.
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Throw Away

brother today, Jimmy?
your complexion troubles with your
Jimmy (pointing to the snow-ball- )
powder puf!
no need of either
That's 'im, miss. He fell down at When you uso pure,
harmless
the top of the hill, and rolled down to
the bottom.
ECZEMA ITCHED AND BURNED
R.

F.

Mich.

D. No. 4. Box 65, Holland,
"My child's trouble began by

getting red and sore around ber neck,
and her face, behind her ears, under
her arms, and different parts of her
body were affected. The eczema appeared In a rash first It was wet
and looked as if it was sweaty. It
seemed to itch and burn So that she
could not sleep or rest It got so bad
at last that behind her ears was one
crust or sore so that I had to cut her
hair. There was a hard crust covering her neck. She could not have her
clothes buttoned at all. I could hardly
change her clothes. It caueed an awful dlflgurement. for the time. She
would cry when I had to wash her.
"We had her treated for some time
but without success. I got one cake
of Cutlcura Soap and one box of Cutl-curOintment and I had not used
more than half of what I bought when
she was all cured." (Signed) Mrs. G.
C. Rlemersma, Mar. 21, 1914.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout tho world. Sample of each
freo.with 32-- Skin Book. Address post,
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv,

a

Face
Pomade

"Itie ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or by mail 50c.

Zona Co.. Wichita, Kansas.
Occasionally you meet a man who Is
so chivalrous toward women that ha
is actually polite to his own wife.
When Your Eyes Need Care
Una Murine

Ere Medicine. No Smarting Feels
Fine Acts Oulckly. Try it for Bed, Weak,
Sure Eyes and Granulated Ereilds, Murine Is
compounded by our Ooull.t. not a "Patent
Medlelae" but used In successful I'h rat. Inns'
Practice for many years. Now dedicated to
the Public and sold by druggists at 60a per
Ilottle. Murine Eye Halve in Aeeptlo Tubes,
Bo and 60c. Write for Book of tbe Eye Free.
Murine Eye Remedy Oompany, Chicago. Adv.
And some people count their chickens before the eggs are laid.

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of

CASTORIA. a safe and sum rnmoilv fns
Infants and children, and see that It

Pears the
Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
A nev; broom sweeps clean, but the
trouble is it won't stay new.

Revolutionary Patriot.
James Lovell, a distinguished paRed Cross Pag Blue makes the laundress
triot of the Revolution, died 100 years happy, makes cluthes whiter than snow.
All
good grocers.
ago In the town of Windham, Me. Mr.
Adv.
Lovell was born in Boston in 1737 and
Jerusalem has no developed comgraduated from Harvard college at
the age of fourteen. He delivered. merce or Industries.
April 2, 1771, tho oration before the
town authorities on the Boston massacre. Because of his display of patriotism he was imprisoned by General Gage Immediately after the battle
of Bunker Hill. Subsequently he was
conveyed to Halifax with the British
army, and remained in confinement
until exchanged for Governor Skene In
the latter part of 1776. From 1776
until 1782 Mr. Lovell was a member of
oltad
Dried Bee, sliced wafer thin, hickory
the Continental congress. In later life
and with a choice Bstoc thai you wiU rcaasW.
right
Sausage
fot
Red
jutt
H'ta,
or
Vienna
to
aIn
filled
public
he
offices
number of
like

Luncheon

Delicacies

Boston.

Long-Live-

Family.

d

The record for longevity Is held by
the Garrett family of Stranraer, Scotland, the oldest member of which, Mr.
James Garrett, has Just passed away.
Mr. Oarrett claimed to be the oldest
fisherman lu Scotland. A ,natlve of
Stranraer, he was almost a hundred
years old. His mother and father,
who were also natives of the district,
lived until they were one hundred and
one hundred and three years respectively.
His oldest surviving bou Is
now well over seventy years of age.
Reverse Method.
"What did his wife do?"
"She nailed him on the spot, and
thsn she hammered him."
PRIZE FOOD.
Palatable, Economical, Nourishing.

thitt Cut rya
serva cold. Try them etrred
bread in thin slices, spread with cr earned baiter and
remove crusts. Cut a Ubby Wienna Sausage, in half,
lengthwise, lay onbread. Hace on lop tf the sausage
a lew this, aftcea ef I jbby's Midgei Pkklea. Cover
with Jther slice of bread, presa lightly toaeihar.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because It

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not in juro tbe finest fabric For
A Nebr. woman 1ms outlined the laundry purpose sit has no equal.
16 OA.
prize food in a few words, and that package 10c. 13 more starch (or same money.
personal
experience. 8he DEFIANCE STARCH CO.. Omaha, Nebraska
from
writes:
"After our long experience with DAISY FLY KILLER RS?
5
Grape-Nuts- ,
I cannot say enough In
lea. Meat, eleen, oe
itAf ueiitaSl eoii anient,
Its favor. We have used this food alaheap.
Lasts all
aaaaom, Ma, da of
most continually for seven years.
metsU, tmntepm or tip
"We sometimes tried other adverwilt oot aolt o
njure any thine.
tised breakfast foodB but we invariably
Guaranteed effective.
s
Grape-Nutas the most
returned to
AHdUrs.eet
palatable, economical and nourishing HAROLD gOICSM. la DaXalb Ave., BreeUya,
--

v

1

of all.

"When I quit tea and coffee and
began to use Postum and Grape-Nuts- ,
I was almost a nervous wreck. I was
so Irritable I could not sleep nights,
had no Interest In Ufe.
"After using Grape-Nut- s
a short
time I began to Improve and all these
ailments have disappeared and now 1
am a well woman. My two children
have been almost raised on Grape-Nuts- ,
which they eat three times s
day.

"They are pictures of health and
have nevar had the least symptom of
stomach trouble, even through the
most severe siege of whooping cough
they could retain Grape-Nut- s
when all
else failed.
"Grape-Nut- s
food has saved doctor
billa, and has bien, therefore, a most
economise! food for us."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creak, Mich. Read "The Road to Well
ville," In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
vas raeS Ike above letter! A aew
oae aaaaare treat (late ta tlasa. Thar
asa geaalae, trae, aaS fall at sums

lateras.

Biochemistry
Bond atamp tur lamSnt on
U or rum. HB. OARBT. Hoi Mi.

aesatal
Us AnislaTOaT
SSI

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
tan

quickly Dc overcome oy
CAKlfcK S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely ana jafJsaaBirADTFDXl
gently on tne
liver. Cure .aflMOTW TTLE
Bilious, an. jmstmrn I
aVa7
Head-

ver

ache,
rtlaal.

.snuiaj

ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PUC&,

Genuine must bear Signatura

W. N. U.f DENVER, NO.

S1-1-

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

NEWS ITEMS

LAIL
All branches of the dental art
carefully practiced'. Dr. Locke.

The News gives he
news when it is news.

Mrs. Brennan returned Sunday
from a few days visit in Maxwell.

SUPPLY

High grade dentistry is my profession. All work guaranteed. Dr.

ie.

Mr. and Mrs.
H. Webster Locke.
Were social visitoss in Raton,

'

The Rocky Mountain bridge
gang returned to headquarter the
Meals at all hours are served at first of the week after having overhauled the bridges in this vicinity
Weber's Restaurant and Bakerv.
on company property.

Weber's Bakery
Bakers' Goods and

Judge Remley was a professionMrs. J. B. Hoy and Miss Anna
al court risitor in Raton the fore
Mav Foster who have been the
part of the week.
guests at the Troutman home
months, departed Thursday
Home made pressed corned beef
for their home in Eureka, Kas.
cooked and spiced, 35c per pound.
Cimarron Meat Market.
Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, Hold by J. W. Swear- Mrs. Crooks and children return-e- d ingen.
Tuesday from a week's sojourn
with friends in Dawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnev and son
expect to leave soon for Springer
Harry Thompson and family rewhere they will make a brief soturned to Raton, Wednesday after journ
before departing for Hager-ma- n
a week's visit with relatives in this
where they will make their fucity.
ture home.

Confectioners

sev-er-

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance,

Sixteen Strongest and Bes! Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Bryant Rupert of Raton is the
guest of friends and relatives in
this city this week, he having reThe News is working for you and signed his position as night clerk
the community every week. What in the Seaberg hotel. He will enare YOU, not the other fellow, do- ter the Natiooal Garage the first ot
the month to take up machine
ing for it '
At the Model Grocery cream 40c
per qt., and buttermilk 5c a quart.

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.

A car load of brick arrived this
week to be used in veneering the
Rev. Simonds moved his family
Antlers hotel, work on which is to
the top of Red River hill, Wedto
be started at mué,
nesday where tbey will be in camp
Mr. Simonds
several months.
came to this section several months
ago from Knoxville, Tenn., to
write on theological subjects for
. church.
the M.

--

of a new

of the"

Liberty Bell announced

to the world

the birth

nation.

In the century and a half that has passed since that day, tbt Spirit
lieen the keynote of the Republic's progress.
Just as the Republic is founded on the Spirit
ed and guided by a Spirit of Service.

of

of

John Livingston departed Wednesday for Santa Fe to be present
at the convention of the state good
roads associations the latter part
of the week.
The members of all
county road boards in the state as
well as good road enthusiasts from
all sections of the state will be in
attendance to discuss the better
and most economical ways of constructing highways and bridges.
This convention is supposed to Ix
the greatest of its kind ever held
in the state and undoubtedly those
in attendance will be greatly benefitted thereby.

Liberty has

Liberty, the Bell System

CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC PRECINCT
is foster-

That Spirit of Service bat made the Bell System one of the largest and most
ful corporations in the country.

use-

In the seven mountain states operated by your telephone .company, there are

223.-58-

Pursuant to the call of the chairColfax County Democratic
Committee, it is hereby directed
that all Democrats of Precinct No.
3 assemble in primary convention
ata o'clock, p. m., Saturday, Aug.
t, 1014.. Said meeting will take
in the Boy Scouts' room, second
floor, First National Bank building and will be for the purpose of
e'ectittg 12 delegates to attend the
Democratic County Convention to
be held at Springer, August 8,
man

The telephone, a plaything of thirty years ago, has kept pace with the nation's
growth until today there are 8,500,000 in daily use.
a

telephones giving daily service.
Private enterprise guided by a Spirit of Service with a Liberty of effort, has made
this development possible.
There are more telephones giving better service in the U oiled Slates, than in any
country in the world

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Coritoration Difieient"

Wagons
Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

on your wants

in these lines

work.

LIBERTY AND SERVICE
uly 4tb, 1776, the ringing

All Kinds of Farming Implements

Give us a chance to quote you

Mrs. M. S. Cook and children
who have been visiting with (he
former's mother, Mrs. Z. A. Curtis the past two months, leave Friday for tbeir home in El Paso,
Texas after a pleasant sojourn.
Mrs. Curtis will accompany them
as tar as Raton where she will visit her son Jim a few days.

On

WE SELL.

al

Rooms suitable for light housekeeping for rent at the Antlers.

A. W. VASEY

COMPANY

I9I4-

-

C. R. Bats,
Precinct Chairman Protem.

The News prints the
news when it is news.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
Stand a id Jnc a ndtéeeni Oil Lamp of the Wo rid

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor
EjDui

B

I

3

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices
Pork

Beef
Lamb
Mutton Salt Pork
Sugar Cured Ham
Sausages Fruits Vegetables

ICE

Deliveries made to all parts of the

town on short notice. Honest weight
and courteous treatment

Cimarron Meat Market

